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To his Honor the Mayor^
and the City Councils of the City of Nashua :
Gentlejien,—
The undersigned, in conformity with a requirement ot the
city ordinances, has tlie honor of presenting the annual report of
Receipts and Disbursements in the Treasury Department tor the
year ending January 31, 1877.
Cash in Treasury Feb. 1, 1876,
Total receipts during the year,
Total,
Disbursements during the year, .






The items complied in the above statement I herewith annex.





Nashua, N. II , Feb, 1, 1877.
Dr. George E. Gage, City Treasurer,
Balance cash in Treasury February 1, 1876 $13,956 26
Albert Sliedd, street scrapings 30 00
E. P. Brown, collector taxes, 1874, 2,970 82
•« " " interest on taxes, 1874 32 13
E. J. Copp, " taxes, 1875 $14,248 16
" " " " 1876 109,488 89
$123,736 OB
E. J. Copp, collector, interest on 1875 taxes £28 83
" " " " 1876 " 22 90
351 73
W. F. Pinlihain, permits to enter sewer, Geo. W. Davis $10 00
'« " '• " N. P. Whittemore 15 00
" " " " J. P. Cunningham 10 00
" " " " H. M. Blanchard 10 00
45 00
Geo. H. Taggard, City Clerk, rents and licences 102 00
R.A.Arnold, " •' " ••• 60100
T. G. Banks, City Marshal, fines and costs Police Court 85 60
W. O. Clough, »' " " " 40194
L. M. Valeour, produce from City farm 8 76
J. D. Otterson, Asst. Treas., interest on 2,000 shares Nashua &
Rochester Railroad Co. to October 1, 1876 12,000 00
New England Trust Co., Boston, Mass., City Note No. 209 $20,000 00
" " " " " 370 10,000 00
" " '• " " 373 30,000 00
First National Bank, Nashua, N. H,, " " 871 10,000 00
Charles A. Sweet & Co., Boston, Mass., " " 372 25,000 00
" " " " " " 374 75,000 00
Henry Turrill, Nashua, N. H., " " 375 1,7U0 00
Tower, Giddings & Co., Boston, Mass., " " 370 40,000 00
Charles A. Sweet & Co,, " " " 377 40,000 00
251,700 00
County of Hillsborough , heating Register of Deeds offlce 62 50
" " " " " 62 50
" '• " ClerkofCourt •• 62 50
" " " Probate " ... 62 50
" '• use of steam fixtures in County Records Bldg. 75 00
" " services of police at Greenfield 30 00
'• " maiiitoinance at State Reform School of John
Sullivan and Edward Steele 148 85
503 85
Q. A. Woodward, desk and brass sold $35 56
" " P. T. Barnnm, rent South Common 40 00
" " grass sold from North Common 14 50
90 06
H. E. Priest, fence sold from South Common $ 75
" muck '• North " 16 00
16 75
Stephen Sibley, Manager, sale of hand engine 402 50
Nasliua Bedding and Batting Co., desk sold 4 00
Patrick Barry, sale of engine bouse and land on High street 925 00
J. H. Goodale, Supt. tuition and fines , 60 09
John MuUin, wood paving from Main street bridge 18 00
Amount carried forward to page & $408,021 63
In account with the City of Nashua, N. H. Cr.
Abatement of dog taxes 1874
1875
187C.




Db. George E. Gage, City Treasurer^
Amount brought fonvardfrom page 4 $408,021 53
James H. Thurber, Agent Return Prem'um policy in N. H. Fire
Ins. Co 6G 50
E. P. Emerson, Return Premium Policy in Shoe & Leather Ins. Co., 60 50
Charles A. Sweet & Co., sale of bonds $75,000 00
" " " premium on bonds 6,427 50
" " " 7 days' interest on bonds 87 60
81,515 00
N. Eaton & Son, teaming edge stone 142 79
Charles \V. Hoitt, Clerk of Police Court, fees and sale of writs quar-
ter ending Sept. 30, 187C $11 37
Costs and fines quarter ending Sept. 30, 187G 52 40
Fees, sale of writs, costs and fines quarter ending Dec. 31, 1876 31 86
95 63
Highways and bridges. District No. 3, use of steam engine and coal. 16 50
Frank Mai-den, grass sold from South Common $1 50
«' " " " " 26 00
" " " North " 26 00
53 60
W. S. Jackman, fence sold 7S
L. P. Duncklee, labor and entering eewer, Clinton St., W. Greely. $11172
" " " " " Abbott " J. L. Pierce. 42 10
" " " " " •' " 27 18
'« " " " " " W. W. Bailey. 61 23
" • " " " Clinton St. Q. A, Woodward 35 88
" " " " " " Laton & Lund. 33 12
" " " " " Fletcheret., Edwin Dobens 6 00
" " " " " Franklin St. V. C. Oilman. 25 07
" " " " " Clinton St., T. J Laton 50 00
892 3«
Chas. Williams, on account of laying coi:crete walk on Temple st..
.
$5 00
" " " school money 4 19
" " " fire department 69
10 18
Boston, Lowell & Nashua R. R., damage to grass, city farm 30 00
A. F. Steven,", City Solicitor, one half liquor fines received from
County of Hillsborough from E. P. Emerson, Police Justice 413 00
E. P. Emerson, balance in his hands as Police Justice 227 00
State of New Hampshire by S. A. Carter, Treasurer, ins. tax $280 87
" " " " " railroad tax 3,897 73
" " " " " savings bank tax 10,^^13 47
" " " " " literary fund 1,077 30
10,069 37
C. P. Matthews lumber sold from Mount Pleasant school house. .
.
10 00
F. A. Barney, old hose sold 136 24
A. F. Long, sale of writs 6 66
Jaoies E. Balcom, street scrapings 17 00
James C. Parker, Supt. City farm, balance account year- 187C-7 41 97
Winslow Shattuck, wood sold from engine house 50
PennichucK I^odge I. O. O. F., rent of hall in County Record Bldg. 30 00
IS. A. Taylor, liquor agent, sales of liquor 675 06
Total $608,036 87
In account with the City op Nashua, N. H. Cr.
Amount browjht fonoard from page 5 §202,189 26
School money Z'lJyo5 53
Temporary Loan 250,000 00
Removal Spring Street Cemetery ^ ^^
Amherst street cemetery "
Observance of Decoration day
BuilJiiig fire engine stations
Three per cent, of railroad fund Xi,\2i^ 00
Ward expenses '
Collection of taxes 700 00
Balance cash in Treasury, Jan. 31, 1877 ^^'^^
^^
Total $508,0.36 87




THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
in account with the "notes prize meal fund."
Dk.
1876.
Balance cash in City Savings Bank,. $6 54
" « Nashua " " . 16 58
Interest on deposit in City Savings Bank, $ 22
« " Nashua " " 1 01




COMMITTEE OK ACCOUI^TSAND FINANCE.
The undersigned, Committee on Accounts and Finance of the
City Councils of the City of Nashua, in accordance with the
requirements of the tenth section of the third chapter of the
Revised Ordinances of the said city, have this day examined the
accounts of George E. Gage, City Treasurer, and find the same
correctly kept, and each payment properly vouched, by a treasury
order for the same, corresponding in amount with the vouchers in
the hands of the City Clerk of said city.
We have also examined the sources from which the income of
the past year have been derived, and are satisfied that he has
charged himself with the entire amount paid into the Treasury,
and has made a correct exhibit of the same in detail in his accom-
panying report.
We find the total receipts (including balance on hand February
1st, 1876,) are five hundred eiiiht thousand thirty-six dollars and
eighty-seven cents ($508,036 87) ; expenditures, five hundred one
thousand three hundred seventy-one dollars and fifty-two cents
($501,371.52) ; leaving balance in Treasury, six thousand six hun-
dred sixty-five dollars and thirty-five cents ($6,665.35) ; which








on Accounts and Finance^ 1876-77.
Nashua, N. H., Feb. 8, 1877.
10
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1876-7.
TAXES OF YEAR 1874.
Amount uncollected 31st January, 1876,
as per City report, .... $4,643 54
$4,643 54
Amount paid City Treasurer by E, P.
Brown, collector, during the year, . $2,970 82
Balance due 31st January, 1877, . . 1,672 72
$4,643 54
TAXES OF YEAR 1875.
Amount uncollected 31st January, 1876,
as per City report, .... $15,504 77
$15,504 77
Amount paid City Treasurer by E. J.
Copp, collector, during the year, . $14,248 16
Balance due 31st January, 1877, . . 1,256 61
$15,504 77
TAXES OF YEAR 1876.
Total amound assessed and committed to
collector, including State, County, City
and School Tax, and Tax on Dogs, $132,999 86
$132,999 86
Amount paid City Treasurer by E, J.
Copp, collector, during the year, $109,488 89





E. J. Copp, Collector, abatement 1875
taxes, $151 95
E. J, Copp, Collector, abatement 1876
taxes, 485 05




Amount assessed April, 1876, . . $563 00
PAID.
E.J. Copp, collector, abatements, . $19 00















Appropriation, . . • • 118,000 00
Worcester & Nashua R, R. Co,, interest
on Nashua & Rochester stock, . . $12,000 00
Chas. A. Sweett & Co., 7 days' accrued
interest on bonds sold, . . . 87 50
PAID
R. D. Gilson, ....
New England Trust Co.,
City Institution for Savings, .
George W. Cutler, .
Five Cent Savings Bank,
Oren S. Knapp, trustee W. G. Shattuck
Deborah Mnclenna,
Chas, A Sweet & Co,, .
Noyes Priza Medal Fund,
Lydia D. Fisher, .
Home Savings Bank, Boston,
N. Maria Butterfield,
Belinda Blodgett, .
Dorcas A Dodge, .
First National Bank, Nashua,
Heniy Turrill,
Abigail E, Fox,
Tower, Giddings & Co., .
B. F. Emerson, ex'r,
Daniel Kirk, E. P. Couch, agent,
Eliphaz W. Upham,






Howard & Copp, Repairing furniture,
Howard & Co., « "
Steele, Bowers & Co., soap and liquid,
Jaraes Steele, Shaker liquid,
Mrs. T. F. Willis, cleaning,
Mary E. Lovejoy, "
Emma Wright, "
Eva Hamblett, "
A. J. Kockwood, setting glass,
G. W. Badger, « '•
J. F. Wallace, carpenter work,
E. Dobens, " « .
Saml. A, Sawyer, " " .
Geo. W. Burnham, mason " .
Weston & Stevens, •' " .
Heyvvood & Green, lead pij^e, &c.,
S. S. Jackman & Co., pipe work,
C. B. Jackman, "
Erari W. Clark, slate work, .
L. J. Nutting, brooms, .
Eaton & Ayer, sawdust,
Geo. W. Badger, painting.
Reed & .Jackman, goods,
Chas. Williams, repairing balcony,
Geo, T. Tryon, blacksmithing lobby,
Barr & Co., hardware,
T. n. Piiikham, cabinet work,
C. T. Ridgway, clock,
J. F. Sullivan, shavings, .
J. W. White & Son, .
E. G. Chase, cleaning carpets, &c.,
G. W. Nuit, soap, .
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete,
J. H. Morrison, wood,
O. C. Carpenter, flue brush and duster,
H. M. Goodrich, water tank and brooms




Amount hrought forward, . . 11181 25
J. L. Pierce, spittoons, &c., . . . $2 43
Francis H. Davis, removing snow from
roof, 10 00
Balcora & Annis, ice, .... 17 82






Nathaniel Eaton & Sons, drawing stone, 142 79
PAID.
Pay roll, drivers, ....
Henry Holt, use of stable,
A E. Snnderson, harness repairs,
Woodward & Dyke, « «
J. B. Manseau, « «
Vincent & Co., blackstnithing,
Geo. T. Tryon, «
A. G. Hutcliins, "
J. F. Woodward, «
D. J. Flanders, «
J. W. Moore, repairs, .
F. G. Crowell, agt. "...
E. A. Ranger, "...
Barr & Co., hardware, .
H. J. McHugh, professional services and
medicine,
S. D. Marden, medicine,
S. D. Chandler, grain, ,






F. S. Bancroft, «
J. G. McDonald, «
N. Colburn, "
H. O Proctor, "
W. B. Cummings, hay, .
James E. Balcom, use of horse,
Burke & Taylor, ginger unci sulphur,
James C. Parker, traverse sled,





























Patrick J. Tobin, .


















CITY FARM AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
James C. Parker, Superintendent.
RECEIVED.
Apinopriation, - » . . . $1,000 00
L. M, Valcour, produce,.... 8 75
Boston, Lowell & Nashua R. R. damages
to grass land, 30 00
James C Parkei', cash to balance, . . 41 97
PAID,
John L. Morrill, balance of salary,
James C. Parker, salary, .




Smith & Laton, "
Sawyer &, Meriam, groceries,
Shattuck & Hall, "
Wm. H. Greenleaf & Co., "
F. A. Barney, "
Marshall Bros., butter and flour,
G, E. Farley & Co,, table and crockery,
E. P. Mclntire, shoes,
S. D. Chandler, grain,
James C. Parker, pr. oxen,
Andrew Stone, 2 cows, .






J. F. Woodward, blacksmithing,
Burke & Taylor, rum, .
Barr & Co., hardware,
C. M. Mitchell, Tripe, .
Geo. Kenney, wheelwright work,




april, 1876, to january, 1877.
Dr.
To persoual property on hand Ist April,
1876, as per inventory,
To cash paid in Treasury orders Irom 1st




By Personal property on hand 25th Jan-
uary, 1877, as per inventory, . . $5,572 38
By cash paid City Treasurer by Jas. C.
Parker, Supt., to balance account, . 41 97






I. O. O. F. rent of hall, . . . . $30 00
H. M. Goodrich, labor on water pipe,
J. A. Deveraux & Co., labor on gas pipe
Emri W. Clark, slate Work, .
E. Dobens, lumber and labor, .






F. Marden collected for grass sold, . 26 00
J. K. Priest, old fence, .... 75
W. S. Jackman, collected for old fence, . 75
21
PAID
Cross & Tolles, lumber, .
Barr & Co., hardware, .
Ephriam Springer, burning brush,
Albert Shedd, mowing grass, .
Geo. Davis, posting bills,
H. E. Priest, labor, ..
Ephraim Springer, labor,







Q. A. Woodward, materials sold, .
S. Sibley, Manager, old hand engine.
Jas. H. Thurber, return premium, .
E. P. Emerson, " « . .
Highways and Bridges dist. No. 3, pump-
ing water, Hollis St., ....
Chas. Williams, old resevoir cover,
F, A. Barney, old hose sold, .












Pay roll, Niagara S. F Engine Co.,
" Torrent " " "
" Union Hook and Ladder Co.,
" Pennichuck Hose Co.,
" City Hose Co., (disbanded)
H. O. Smart, Niagara S. F. E. Co
,
Chas. H. Whitney, » " "
Russell White, " " "
Harvey Pollard, " " "
Chas. J. Pushee, « " "
Oren L. Eaton, " « "
E. H. Parmenter, Torrent " "
Geo. R. Holt, " "
James E. Kendall, " " "
Eugene P. Johnson, " " "
W. O. Flanders, City Hose Co.,
F. P. Bailey, " " "
Wm. N. Beckwith, " " *'
Chas. E. Marden, " " "
Wm. Do>le, " " »





E, T. Pierce, Pennichuck Hose Co.,
E.T. Adams, " " "
G. W. Moody, « " "
W. J. Blood, " " "
Thos. H. Rogers, " " «
Henry Furnette, " " "
Winfield S, Stetson, Union H. & L.,
Chas. W. Foster, " "
Levi K. Cross, " "
Elmer E. Hill, « "
Clarence E. Marble, " "
Clarence M. Prescott, " "
Oscar W. Towns, " "
Kirk D. Stiles, " "
Geo. H. E. Manning, " "
Frank B Hale,
Edward F. Wright, " *'
E. T. Perkins, "
Chas. F. Nutting, " "
George R. demons, " •'
Chas. M. Pierce, " "
Wm. G Eaton, " "
Pay Roll, engineers,
Pennichuck Water Works, water, .
Nashua Gas Light Co., gas, .
J. P. Upton, washing, . ,
Mary Metzler, "...
H. M. Goodrich, repairs,
Haywood & Green, "
Pattee & Perkins, hydrants, .
Hunneman & Co., fire hook poles,
.
A. H llosmer & Co., wood, .
J. H. Morrison, "
J W. White & Son, coal,
George Phelps, "
Howard, Snelling & Co., cannel coal.





American Steam Guage Co., repairing
guage,
Eaton & Ayei-, engine repairs,
Nashua Iron & Steel Co., repairs,
Amoskeag Maiif. Co., rej^airs, grates and
draw rig, ....
Nashua Manf. Co., cop waste,
Q. A. Woodward, cash paid out,
J. H. Thuiber, insurance,
,
E. P. Emerson, '•
Emri W. Clark, slate work, .
B. L. & N. R. II. Co., freight,
Morrill & Co's. Express, "
U. S. & Canada "
Albert Shedd, use of horse, .
Jas. E. Balcom, « " •
L. P. Duncklee, « " .
Melendy Bios,, lumber, .
F.& D.S.Chase, "
Cross & Toll es, "






J. A. Devereaux & Co., pipe work,
W. H. Campbell, paint etc.^ .
John M. Harris, painting,
Wm. Gaskin, paint,
Runnells & Chase, rubber coats,
Henry J. Chapman, blankets, .
E. A. Ranger & Co., repairs,
A. E. Sanderson, "
John M. Harris, "
George W. Kenney, "
Barr & Co., hardware, .
Howard & Co., bedstead and mattress,





'Geo. Palmer, oil, .
M. R. Buxton, crackers, coffee and sugar
Burke & Taylttr, oil, matches, etc.,
Sawyer & Mei'iam, cheese, etc..
F. A. Barney, oil burners, etc.,
Pay Roll, labor on hose,
Geo. Makepeace, "
Jerome F. Hale, "
Pat'k Sullivan, "
Theodore Cote, "
Chas. William.s, cistern cover,
J. B. Manseau, whips,
Boston Belting Co., repairing hose
Boston Sand Blast Works, hmtern globe
F. H Balcom, labor, brick and cement,
F. A. Barney, cash paid out, .
Henry Furnette, on acct., fireman,
James E. Walker, " «
James A. Hamilton, steward, .
































James C. Parker, Commissioner,
PAID.
Wm. H. Fife, labor and teams,
David Richards, labor, .
C. L. Scott,
Allen Robinson, "








James E. Balcom, Commissioner,
PAID.
Albert Shedd, services Feb. and March,
" " teams " "
Pay roll, laborers, " "
Jas. E. Balcom, services,
" " teams, . . . .
Pay roll, laborers, . . . . .
Mechanics Savings Bank, land damages,
J. B. Greeley,
J. T. Greeley,
Henry Parkinson, " "
Henry Holt " «
F. H. Davis, running steamer, Hollis st.
Nashua Fire Dept. use engine "
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete,
S. D. Chandler, cement, . . .
G. W. Badger, painting signs,
Nashua Iron & Steel Co , cinders, .
H. F. Richmond, surveying, .
Melendy Bros., surveyor's stakes, .
Nathaniel Eaton & Sons, stone,
H. Laprier, "



























Weston & Stevens, labor and stone,
Reed & Stevens, gravel,
.
Melendy Bros., lumber, .
F. & D. S. Chase, "
L. Giddings, plank,
.
A. G. Hutchins, blacksmithing,
Geo.T.Tryon,
Vincent & Co,, "
Barr & Co., hardware,
J. K. Priest, repairing fence, .
A. Andrews, " levels, .
Reuben Godfrey, watering streets,





H. E. Priest, "
Thomas Inoalls, "
H. F. Richmond, surveying, .
Melendy Bros,, surveyor's stakes, .
Oross & Tolles, lumber, .
Samuel A. Sawyer, labor and lumber,
Alfred Chase, labor and teams,
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete,
Barr & Co., hardware, .
Thos. P. Glover, blacksmithing,
J. F. Woodward, "
David M. Farley, posts, .
Nathau H. Foster, carpenter work,
S. W. L. & S, L. G. French, labor,
Joseph Viso, "
Frank Couche, "
Nathaniel Eaton & Sons, stone
A. D. Grant, "
Heirs of Z. Shattuck, "
Underbill Edge Tool Co., repairing axes,




























SA.MUBL W. Wright, Commissioner.







Fred E. Whitford, "
Joseph W. Robbins, "
Fred Turrell,
John Smith, "








Appropriation, . . . . . $2,000 00
Wiuslow Shattuck, old lumber, . , 50
County of Hillsborough boarding, chil-
dren, 148 85
PAID.
Fitzgerald & Dillon, directories,
Geo. H. Whitney, cash paid out,
John Barney, " " "
James G. Field, " " "
State Retorm School, board of children,
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete,
Henry F. Kichniond, surveying,
Nashua Post Office, stamps, .
H. B. Atherton, postmaster, .
Dana W. King, recording deeds, .
Nelson Lane, horse radish, N. & R. R. R
entertainment, 1874,
Arthur Dubuc, witness fees, .
John Wryn, " " . .
Nashua & Lowell R. R. Co., rent of
P'ranklin Hall, , . . .
P. E. Dansereau, returns births, deaths,
Robt. J. Hallaren, " "
Thos. H. Gibby, "
E. F. McQuesten, " " «
E. A. Colburn,
E. B. Hammond, " " "
Geo. F. Wilbur,
S. G. Dearbon, " " "
Eugene Wason, " " "
John G. Kimball, insurance premiums,
C. D. & E. J. Copp, "





Jas. H. Thurber, insurance premiums
Pay Roll, ringing bells 22d Feb. 1876,
Sidney R, Gage, " « "
F. V. Mai-shall, " 4th July, "
W. P. Clark, " « "
Thomas McDermott, ringing bell July 4,
C. H* Osborne, personal injuries,
K. J. Collins,
Mrs. C. E. Downs," "
Dennis Cohen, " "
A.H.Woodward," «
Henry McSbane & Co., 2 school bells,
J. A. Hamilton, hanging bell eng. house,
B., L. & N. R. R. Co., freight on bells,
Warner & Whitney, team carting "
G. W. Badger and others, committee on
4th July celebration fund, .
J, Wilkins & Son, carriage July 4, .
M. W. Wallace,
J. G. McDhnald,
W. F. Wright, horse hire,
Reed & Jackman, goods, engine liouse
8tablo, ......
G. E. Farley & Co., bedstead, &c., do.,
8. S. Jackman & Co., pipe work, do.,
C. B. Jackman, pipe work, do
,
H. M. Goodrich, labor and material, do.,
F. & D. S. Chase, lumber, do.,
G. W. Badger, windows, do., .
Benj. B, Otis, do., do.,
Weston & Stevens, mason work, do.,
Saml. A. Sawyea, lumber and labor, do
Winslow Shattuck, labor, do., .
Alfred Bosquett, do., do.,
,
Theodore Cote, do., do., .
G. W. Badger, painting, do., .
Barr & Co , hardware, do.,









































Amount broughtforward^ . . $4,871 28
Q. A. Woodward, fence, school dist. No. 1, 43 82
E. Dobens, lumber, labor and old brick, . 22 12
M, C. McGlynn, labor, old brick S. H., . 2 50
James McAnney, " « " . 1 50
Hatch Lithographic Co., printing bonds, 160 00
N. Y. Times, advertising " 18 20
R. M. Pulsifer & Co., « " 9 00
Franklin Telegraph Co., messages, . . 7 42
Western Union " " . . 6 65
S. M. Morse .& Co , city seal and copying
press,
Johnson & Glenton, photographs of city
hall bnilding, 3 00
George Davis, posting bills, ... 1 25
Morrill & Co.'s Express, freight, . . 3 25
Wm. E. Taggart, paid for sealing city
scales and measures, .... 6 00
Emri W. Clark, slate work Spring street
school house, 127 30
Louis M. Valcour, expenses to pest house, 5 00
E, J. Copp, Collector, stationery, etc,
1875, ....... 25 00
H. E. Burnhara, County Treasurer, on





M. A. Taylor, Agent. Sales of liquors, $675 06
PAID.
Chester M. Sprague, liquor, . . . 1317 58
Hanson S. Brown, 196 58












O. p. Spencer, board Mrs. Pease, 1870,
J. H. Morrison, wood, Alpheus M. Hill,
Taylor & Ober, goods, « "
C. A. Kittredge, » " "
Burke & Taylor, "
W. H. Greenleaf & Co., « "





Ohas. W. Hoitt, Clerk, fines, writs and
fees, .......
A. F. Long, Clerk, writs sold,
County of Hillsborough, police services
at Greenfield,
PAID
J. L. H. Marshall, police services,
E, A. Ranger, " "
O. F. Caldwell, " «
Hugh Duffy, "
Chas. W. Merrow, « "
J. A. Small, " "
Patrick McBride, " "
R. M. Blanchard, " «
A, S. Eaton, " "
Wm. A. Robinson, " "
Jas. H. Waters, " «
Harvey Pollard, " "
Michael Moran, " "
Thos. W. Smith, « «
Levi Case, " "
F. J. Blood, « "
Saml. L, Beverly, " "
John Bullard, *' "
Ross C. Duffy,
P. J. Tobin,
Louis M. Valcour, " "
A. I. Stearns, " "
Thos. Nottage, '« "
John B. Burreby, " "-
James Steele, " "
B. C. Buttrick, " «
George T. Tryon, " «
Michael Welch, " "









Benj. S. Babcock, police services, .
Geo. W. Flanders, " "
Hi M. Goodrich, horse hire,
J. G. McDonald, « «
L. P. Duncklee, " «
Thos. G. Banks, " "
.J Wilkins & Son, " "
C. T. Robinson, " «
M. W. Wallace, " «
W.F.Wright,
Peasley & McClary, " "
C. T. Robinson, wood, .
Nashua Bedding & ' Batting Co., mat
tresses,
Wm. O. Clough, paid officers' meals at
fair, ......
Geo. E. Hastings, meals to transient sick
people, .....
Wm. O. Clough, cash paid out,
W. C. Brown, " " "
Reed & Jackman, goods,
Whittlesey & LaRue, repairing clock,
^. Murgatroyd, cleaning blankets, .
A. S. Eaton, expenses, .
Wm. H Greenleaf& Co., cheese, .
Burke & Taylor, crackers, cheese, etc.,



































E. P. Emerson, treasurer, 1,000 00
$1,000 00"
39




H. M. Goodrich, feather duster,
Mrs. J. Downing, cleaning,
C. D. &. E. J, Copp, insurance premiums,
Dana W. King, gas, . . . ,





Batchelder & Eaton, concrete, Main st.
A. A. Sanders & Son, planking iron bdg
Pay roll, laborers, Main street,
Barr & Co., oil, "





Patrick Barry, Truant officer,
L. M Valcour, " "
Reuben Godfrey Overseer Poor, 1875-6,
Francis Winch, " "
T. H. Gibby, City Physician,
T. H. Gibby, Health Officer,
Thos. G. Banks, "
Reuben Godfrey, " '
David Roby, Ass'r and Insp'r,
John C. Lund, "
George Swain, " '
Thos. Pearson, '' '
John Bullard, "
D. A. Wilson, "
A D. Ayling, Clerk Bd. Inspr., 1876-7,
Solomon Spalding, Justice of Police
Court, . . . .1875-6-7, 131 25
B, B. Whittemore, Associate Justice of
Police Court, . . . 1876-7, 96 00
A. F. Long, Clerk Police Court, 1875,
'76 and 77, 47 65
J. B. Fassett, Just, Police Court, 1876-7, 380 80
C. W. Hoitt, Clerk « ' 1876-7, 101 25
E, P. Emerson, Just. " " 1874, 175 00
M. A. Taylor, Liquor Agent, 1876, 50 00




Shattuck & Hall, cement,
H. W. Clapp, traps aud grates,
J. Hitchcock & Co., traps,
Weston & Stevens, mason work & brick,
Rundlett, Brown & Co., brick,
H. F. Richmond, surveying, .
Worcester & Nashua R. R Co., freight.
Concord " " "
Chas, Williams, grates and covers,
H. M. Goodrich, pipe, lanterns, oil, &Q.
,
A. E, Wallace, carbolic acid, .
F, & D. S. Chase, lumber,
Meleudy Bros., "
Nathaniel Eaton & Sons, stone,
R, Prescott, labor and stone, .
Vincent & Co., blacksmithing,
Geo. T. Tryon,
John Carpenter, labor, .
C. A. Kittredge, oil, &c.,
R. P. Hall &"Co,, old boxes, .




Nashua C. D Pipe Co., cement pipe,
Shattuck & Hall, cement,
S. D. Chandler,
Chas, Williams, grates and covers,
Albert Shedd, brick,
Smith & Lakeman, mason work,
Weston & Stevens, " "
R. Prescott, stone, .
James Dudley, cutting stone, .
J. F. Woodward, blacksmithing,







Balance school money of year 1875-6 un-
expended,
School tax of year 1876 assessed by law,
Appropriated by City Councils for school
purposes,
Appropriated by City Council for repairs,
Literary fund, year 1876,
Balance dog tax, " 1874,
" 1875,
John H. Goodale Supt. tuition and fines,
•Chas Williams, old iron,....
Chas. P. Mathews, old lumber,
PAIR.
Michael Reiley, care evening school
Pearl street,
A. A. Sanders, care evening school Bel-
videre, ......
Teachers of evening schools, .
J, L. Pierce, lamps evening schools,
T. Sullivan, oil, &c , " " . .
D. Sullivan & Co,, oil, &c., eve'g schools,
J. B. McQuesten, " " " .
N. W. Goddard & Son, repairing clocks,
J. Hosmer, " *'
J. M. Farnsworth, " "
H. H. Eaton, "
Barr & Co., hardware,
C. H. Nutt, " ...
L. E. Gould, tin work, .
S. S. Jackman & Co., pipe and boiler
work, ......




H. M. Goodrich, repairs and supplies,





Haywood & Green, stove work
W. H. Greenleaf& Co., brooms, &c,
Samuel Sheldon, cleaning vault,
J. F. Fletcher, " "
Patrick Geelon, " "
C. W. Edwards, ringing bell, .
Eaton & Ayer, use of steam whistl
Gregg & Son repoiring, door,
.
E. S. Russell & Co,, chemicals 1874
J. W. White,
W. G. Shattuck, desks. .
A. G. Whitcomb, "
A. A. Sanders & Son, putting in
and seats, ....
E. G. Richardson, tuning piano,
W. A. Cummings, " "
Reed & Jackman, carpeting, .
S. E Jaquith & Co , oil cloth,
Ward & Gay, paper,
W. E. Buck, school records,
H. M. Cable, «
Ginn Brothers, music charts,
J. L. Hammett, books. &c
,
Major, Knnpp, Lith. Co., diplomas,
Johnson & Glenton, pho'graphs of
houses, ....
Banner Co., ink,
W. C. Herrick, covering erasers,
Vincent & Co., blacksmithing,
Howard & Co., chairs,
J. M. Perry, repairing chairs, .
Burke & Taylor, oil and chimneys.
G. W. Nutt, soap, .
Weston & Stevens, mason work.
Smith & Lakeman, " "






Pennichuck Water Works, water, .
Nashua Gas Light Co., gas, .
W, M. Gates, janitor Spring street,
A. Longley, " Main "
A, C. Eaton, '• Mount Pleasant,
Pay roll, teachers, , . . .
" care school houses, .
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete,
W. H. Campbell, setting glass,
J. H. Blake, cotton cloth,
Geo. A. Gould, splitting wood,
William Wallace, Jr„ whitewashing,
N", &. S. Chase, oil,




















STATE AND COUNTY TAX.
RECEIVED.
State Tax, assessed April, 1876, . . $17,936 00
County Tax, " " "
PAID,
Henry E. Bui*nham, County Treasurer,




New England Trust Co., Boston,
Chas, A. Sweot & Co., "
Tower, Giddings & Co., "







THREE PER CENT. OF RAILROAD LOAN.
RECEIVED.
Amount raised by tax, according to law,
for year 1875, . . . . . $7,062 00
Amount raised by tax, according to law,
for year 1876 7,062 00
$14,124 00'
PAID.






David A. Wilson, rent Ward 8,
Warren J. Cooper, " " 6, .
Thomas Pe.inson, " " 6, .
Jas, F- Wallace, carpenter work, Ward 1,
Thos. H. Finkham, table, " 8,
Howard & Copp, settees and chairs, " 8,





Amount broughtforward, . . $127 88
James H, Thurbev, selectman, Ward 1, 5 00
Alfred Chase, " " 1, 5 00
J. W. Howard, " "1, 5 00
Eraile Keber, clerk, " 2, 5 00
Samuel D, Baldwin, selectman. " 2, 5 00
C. W. Foster, " « 2, 5 00
Samuel R. Leyson, » " 2, 5 00
Geo. O. Sanders, clerk & stationery, " 3, 5 75
Newman O. Lyons, selectman, " 3, 5 00
Joseph B. McQuesten, « 2 yrs. " 8, 10 00
Thomas Burns, " " 3, 5 00
A. A. Sanders, sawdust, " 3, 2 00
Jas. F. Whitmarsh, clerk 2 yrs., " 4, 10 00
Chas, P. Bell, selectman " " 4, 10 00
A. J. Rockwood, " " " 4, 10 00
F. F. Kimball, " " 4, 5 00
Jeremiah C. Sullivan clerk and stationery
Ward 5, ..... . 5 60
Geo. W Witham, selectman, Ward 5, 5 00
A. F. Kehoe, selectman & expense, " 5, 5 25
M. C. McGlynn, " labor, '' 5, 8 00
J. H. Morrison, wood, " 5, 2 00
E, Dobens, lumber and labor, " 5, 3 49
J. McAnney, labor, " 5, 1 50
Powers & Hunt, stove pipe work, " 5, 5 50
C. H. Avery, clerk and stationery, '' 6, 5 50
Alden M. Jones, selectman, " 6, 5 00
Nelson Mumblow, " " 6, 5 00
J. Flathers, clerk and stationery, "7, 6 00
David Stevens, selectman 2 years and
labor, .... Ward 7, 11 00
G<iorge E. Heath, selectman, "7, 5 00
Michael Hallisey, " " 7, 5 00
T. H. Pinkham, jury box, « 7, 1 50
G. W. Flanders, clerk & stationery, " 8, 9 48
Geo. F.. Allen, selectman, " 8, 5 00
Amount carriedforward, . , $320 45
50
Amount brought forward^ . . $320 45
David A. Wilson, selectman, Ward 8, 5 00
John S. Carpenter, " " 8, 5 00









J. A. Devereaux & Co,, pipe and labor, . $60 86




BUILDING FIRE ENGINE STATIONS.
RECEIVED.
Appropriation for station on bank Mer-
rimack River, $200 00
Appropriation for station on bank Nash-
ua River, 800 00




L. p. Dancklee, building station on
Merrimack River $173 00
Weston <fc Stevens, stone for station
on Nashua River, .... 6 00
Amotmt carriedforuiardy . , $178 00
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Amount brought forward, . . $178 00
.Nathaniel Eaton, stone for station on
Nashua River,
A. Shedd, brick and labor do do, .
Chas. Williams cistern cover do do,
Laborers, station Nashua River,













City stock, Jan. 1, 1855, pay'e in 25 yrs. $6,000 00
" « July 1, 1858, " 20 " 15,000 00
1, 1863, " 25 « 10,000 00
1, 1863, ' 20 " 15,000 00
" boudg, Jan. 2, 1865, « 15 " 10,000 00
« « "2, 1865, « 20 " 2,000 00
u » « 2, 1865, '' 30 « 2,000 00
« notes, Oct. 27, 1866, » 20 " 8,000 00
« « " 27, 1866, " 25 « 10,000 00
" « " 27, 1866, " 30 « 8,000 00
«' " Nov. 23, 1866, '- 19 « 12,500 00
« « « 23, 1866, " 29 *' 12,500 00
« bonds, Aug. 1, 1870, " 20 " 10,000 00
'-• « " 1, 1870, " 23 » 15,000 00
« « " 1, 1871, " 10 " 10,000 00
« •' Oct. 1, 1871, " 20 « 35,000 00
CJity bonds, July 1, 1872, payable in 20
yrs., (in aid of Wilton R. R. ext'n.) 15,000 00
City bonds, July 1, 1872, payable in 20
years, (Nashua & Rochester R. R.) 220,000 00
City bonds, July 1, 1876, payable in 25
years, (to fund the floating debt,) 75,000 00
Outstanding demand notes, . . $16,200 00
$491,400 00
Total debt Feb. 1, 1877, .... $507,600 00
Total-debt Feb. 1, 1876, .... 508,33345
Decrease of debt during year 1876, . . $733 45
Total decrease of debt, .... 14,857 45
*It will be noticed by inspection of the foregoing report that
there has been raised by tax during the last two years to be ap-
plied to the liquidation of the loans to .".id railroads, ($7,062, in
1875, and $7,062, in 1876,) in all $14,124 00 which amount has this
year been placed in the hands of a Board of Trustees as a Sink-
ing Fund, and which is now on interest, and really provides for
that amount of the City debt, therefore as will be seen, the real
-decrease of debt is $14,857.45,
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CITY PROPERTY.
Nashua & Rochestei' R. R. stock,
Interest due on the above, .
City Hall building and lot, .
County building and lot,
Heating apparatus, furniture and fix
tures City Hall building, .
Furniture and fixtures, County build
ing,
City Farm and buildings, .
Personal jiroperty at City Farm,
Pest House and furniture, .
North Common, . .
South Common, .
Land North Pine street,
" « Central street, .
" Lowell street,
« Bedell street,
Engine house, stables and land, Olive
street,
Property in hands of fire department
as per Chief Engineer's report,
Horses, harnesses and blankets, „
Street lamjis and fixtures, .
Highway tools.
Watering troughs,
Property in hands of police department,
Amt. due from E. P. Brown, coll. 1874,
" « " E. J. Copp, » 1875,
" " " « « 1876,





























District No. 1, Lowell Road, . . Sl,200 00
" " 2, « « . , 1^000 00
« " 3, Spring street, . . 109,584 13
Amount carried/bricard, . 111,784 13
56
Amount brought forioard.
District No. 3, Main street,
" ' 3, West Pearl street
'• " 3, East Pearl street.
" " 3, Palm street,
'« " 3, Mulbury street,
'' " 8, Lake street,.
" " 3, Edgeville, .
" " 4, Belvidere, .
" " 5, Mt, Pleasant,
" " 6, Amherst road,
" " 7, Plollis
"
»' " 9, Dunstable "





































ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CITY MARSHAL,
City Makshal's Office, )
Nashua, Feb. 1st, 1877.)
To his Honor the Mayor and the Honorable Board ofAldertnen
:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit for your considera-
tion the annual report of the police and night watch departments
of the city of Nashua, showing briefly their condition and giving a
synopsis of the work performed during the year ending December
31,1876:
PERSONS FUr.NISHEP WITH LODGINGS.
The whole number of persons who have applied at the station
for food and lodgings is six hundred and thirty-five, (635.) The
greater number of these were persons who had no claim upon the
city—men who wander from place to place in aimless idleness and
others who were honesth^ in pursuit of occupation whereby they
might earn an honest livelihood. The food furnished these per-
sons has been crackers and cheese, discrimination having been ex-
ercised in the matter of obtaining warm drinks and proper food
for women and children—of whom there hare been in the neigh-
borhood of twenty-five—and those who were sick or infirm with
age. Many of these persons came within the interpretation of the
'.'tramp law," but, owing to the crowded condition of the County
House of Correction and acting upon the advice of the County
Commissioners, it has been deemed the wiser course to allow them




The whole number of arrests for the year has been four hund-




Disturbing tlie peace 8
Larceny from buildings 11
Murder, (tlie Sullivan boy) 1
Noisy and disorderly 13
Breaking and entering 6
Burglary 4
Larceny from the person 8
Simple larceny 9
Malicious Mischief. 1
Obtaining goods under false pretences... 2
Exposing the person 2
Insane persons. . . 4
Simple assaults 20
Assault upon officers 5
Assault and battery 5




Noisy and disorderly house 2
Adultry 1
Truants • • • • 4
Fornication • • • • 1




Cruelty to animals S
Violation of the Sunday ordinance 5





The complaints against the persons enumerated in the foregoing
table have been disposed of as stated in the following summary :
—
Discharged on probation 240
Paid tines and costs 66
Appealed and furnished bonds 16
Reported to the Grand Jury 20
Returned to House of Correction 3
Bent to Insane Asylum 4
Total
Sent to City House of Correction 54
Sent to County House of Correction 25
Sent to County jail 14
Sent to Reform School 2
Returned to Reform School , 1
444
Of the number of persons committed (96), eighty-one (81) were
males and fifteen (15) females. Numerous cases were for second
and third ofience, hence the actual number oi persons who hare
been in custody is much less than the total. Of the number of
persons discharged, two hundred and forty (240), it should be said
that the majority were men and women of that unfortunate
class in every community who are known as occasional drinkers.
They have usually shown penitence; many of them have families
who are dependent upon them for support, and I have deemed it
wise—by and with the consent of the court—to temj)er justice
with mercy and by discharging them instil the hope and ambition
to become better citizens. In this matter I am under obligation
to the president of the Nashua Reform Club (Capt. David Wads-
worth) and its oflicers and members, who have heartily co-oper-
ated with me whenever their services were requested. I am also
under obligation to the Rev. John O'Donnell and the officers and
members of the St. Mary Total Abstinence Society.
OTHER DUTIES PERFORMED BY THE DEPARTMENT.
The amount of stolen property aggregates seventeen hundred
and forty-live dollars (S 1,745), including sundry horse?, carriages
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and harnesses. In this department of the city service I have
deemed it wise to exercise unusual vigilance and to use time and
money liberally. The officers appointed by your honorable body
have shown aptness and prudence, and by untiring effort have re-
covered of this property to the amount of fourteen hundred and
seventy-eight dollars (81,478), together with offenders who have
been and are being severely punished—two horse thieves having
been sentenced to five years each in the State Prison, two having
been punished by four months each in jail and others being in jail
or having paid heavy fines and costs. The other duties performed
by the officers of this department, including the lighting and ex-
tinguishing of street lights, are summarized as follows :
—
Disturbances quelled without arrest 60
Dangerous sidewalks reported 24
Dangerous streets and bridges reported. . .20
Lost children restored 15
Stores found open and secured 34
Drains, vaults and nuisances reported 14
Intoxtcated persons assisted home 75
Fires extinguished without alarm %
Obstructions removed from streets 11
Obstruetions removed from sidewalks 25-
FINES, COSTS AND OTHER MATTERS.
The total amount of fines and costs imposed by the justices of
the police court is six hundred and thirty-four dollars and fifty-six
cents ($634.50). Of this amount fifty-eight dollars and two cents.
($58.02) has been paid to witnesses and five hundred and seventy-
six dollars and fifty-four cents ($576.54) to the city treasurer as
will be seen by his report. In this connection I desire to depart
from precedent in the matter of expressing my thanks to the jus-
tices of the Police Court for their uniform courtesy under all cir-
cumstances—Hon, Solomon Spalding, Hon. B. B, Whittemore,
Hon. James B. Fassett and Hon. George H. Taylor. These gentle-
men have ruled vrith great caution and fairness, have listened
to recommendations for probation and clemency with patience,
and in everyway co-operated with the department in what seemed
the best interest of individuals and the public service. My thanks-
are also due to the clerks of the court—Messrs. Augustine F. Long
and Charles W. Hoitt for numerous favors that have been cheer-
fully performed.
REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS.
Early in the spring several dwelling houses were burglariously
entered in the night time—ransacked and robbed. This gave rise
to alarm in the community and necessitated the employment for a
while of special officers—the better to guard the property of citi-
zens and allay their fears. I am happy to report in this connec-
tion that one of the desperadoes—Thomas Starkey alias Thomas
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Hall—was apprehended, the crime proven and his punishment se-
cured by a sentence of ten years at hard labor in the State Prison.
The ari,-est of this noted criminal gave immunity from further bur-
glaries and saved the large expenditure of money in the employ-
ment of special officers, to which my predecessor was subjected.
It will be observed that the appropriation for the police dtpart-
raent is overdrawn. This is readily accounted for in the fact that
Tthe fines and costs collected through the Police Court, be they
much or little, is the only appropriation. It will also be noticed
that the appropriation for the watch department is overdrawn.
The cause may be briefly stated :—First, sufficient money was not
appropriated to pay the regular force, and, second, there is added
the expenditure for services in the time of burglaries, the expen-
ses consequent to the celebration of Independence day, the visit
of Barnum's circus and menagerie, the County fair, sundry torch-
light demonstrations, an officer en Main street when the regular
was engaged in lighting street lights, and in other emergencies
where the service of the department was demanded in maiutain-
iTig the peace.
Should your honorable body pi'ovide by an increase of the ap-
propriation for the employment of a night watchman for wards
iour and seven, as petitioned early in the year by numerous prom-
inent citizens, I should recommend that the Captain of the night
watch be freed from the duty of lighting and extinguishing street
lights. My reason for this suggestion is in the fact that I am con-
vinced til at it is hazardous to withdraw this officer from Main street
at any hour of the night:—First, on account of the number of
places of business that is thereby left exposed to rogues, and, sec-
ond, because in case of fire, accident, or a call for assistance by any
citizen thei-e is not, under the present system, an officer to re-
spond.
INTEEROGATOEIES AND ANSWERS.
The following interrogatories, received at this department from
the chief of the Boston police and several other cities, are submit-
ted, with answers aimexed, in the belief that the information giv-
en will be of interest to the people
:
Is your police system municipal or metropolitan? Municipal.
Number of square miles in your jurisdiction. Twenty-seven.
JSTumber of miles of streets in your jurisdiction. Thirty-six.
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Number of the population iu your jurisdiction. Some more
than 12,000.
Number of your police fox'ce in rank and file. Five regular
watchmen and thirty-six special officers.
Pay of the chief of police. $500 and commitment fees.
Pay of patrolmen, $2 per day.
Average hours of patrol duty each twenty-four hours. Ten
hours.
Days ot vacation during the year under pay. None.
Do your officers receive their witness fees? In the Supreme-
Court only.
Do your officers wear uniforms? Yes. What color? Dark
blue.
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion I desii-e to express my unqualified thanks to the
Hon. Charles Williams for the iinvarying support and wise coun-
sel he has given me as chairman of the I'olice Department. I have
had the assurance of his confidence and friendship in every per*
plexity and exigency of the services—more he could not have-
done. I also desire to express my thanks to the honorable" coun-
cils for many courtesies and constant support ; to the committee
on Lands and Buildings—Alderman W. S. Jackman, chairman
—
for the alacrity with which it caused suggested improvements in
the lock-up to be made ; to Assistant Marshal W. C. Brown, lor
his constant and cheerful effort in endeavoring to make the ad-
ministration of the department successful and satisfactory to the
citizens; to the captain of the night watch—Mark J. Austin, who
has never failed to meet an emergency with courage and discretion
and whose services with the sick and unfortunate that have come-
among us have been invaluable; to officer Patrick Barry—whose
skill as a detective and persistency in obedience to orders from
headquarters has won for him a good name far beyond our limited
sphere of service ; to officer Thomas Flood—who has shown by
persistent labor, by intuitive judgment, that he possesses the
necessary qualifications for the service which makes the matter of
his appointment honorable to the board ; to officer C. T. Robin-
son—an old and experienced officer who knows his duty and does
it thoroughly and well and who—the same is true of his associates
mentioned—has never failed to cheerfully perforn? any service re-
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qnired of him in the hours when he was not on regular duty. The
appointments—as has been proven to me—in the department of the
-special police force were equally honorable to the board and ap-
pointees. The men have performed their duty with discretion
;
have obeyed every order without a murmer and conducted them-
-selves in a manner that has won my respect and approbation.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM O. CLOUGH, City Marshal.
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REPOET OF THE BOAEB OF HEALTH.
Nashua, Feb. 10, 1877.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
The Health Officers of the city respectfully present their report
as follows : In the month of May they caused an official notice to
be printed in the newspapers of the city, calling the attention of
the citizens of Nashua to certain extracts from the General Stat-
ntes which relate to nuisances, etc.
They ordered that all privies, outhouses, cess-pools, yards, cellai"9
and other places where animal or vegetable filth may accumulate,
should be cleaned and purified in an acceptable manner to the
officers of the Board, previous to the 10th of June.
They particularly requested all persons who had any knowledge
of any existing nuisance which might endanger the health of the
community, to report them immediately to either of the Health
Officers.
On making a thorough examination, for the purpose of ascer.
taining whether the above-mentioned notice had been complied
with, some instances wei'e found where, either from indifference, o
ignorance, the order had not been attended to.
But as the good of the public requires that the regulations
should be observed by all, and especially in the localities of tene-
ment houses where filth and garbage is more likely to accurau-
!ate, proper measures were taken to have such filth removed.
It was found that some places were difficult to be kept from
becoming filthy and unhealthy, in consequence of badly con-
structed drains, cess-pools and privy vaults. And some person*
complained of swine being kept too near their dwellings. In most
Instances, upon notice being given to the owners of the premises
whose drains and privies were defective, or whose swine were kept
too near the dwellings of others, these matters were properly atw
tended to where it was practicable.
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The Board would recommend that better drainage be provided
on North Elm street, between North Central and Canal streets.
There seems to have been a neglect in this locality to provide
proper di-ains. They respectfully suggest that it is in such places
that diseases are liable to be engendered, and not only endanger
the lives of those in the immediate locality, but that diseases Irom
these places may be propagated in a wholesale manner to other
portions ol the city.
The Board also recommend that traps be put into all sewers
hereafter to be built, and that they be frequently examined and
kept in order.
Several sewers have been trapped during the past season, much




GEORGE P. GREELEY, M. D.
Board of Health..
INVOICE OF GOODS AND CHATTELS
AT PEST HOUSE IN CITY OF NASHUA.
1 bean pot, .
3 cups and saucers,







1 bake pan, .
1 frye pan, .
1 oil can,





1 cook stove and furniture,






Nashua, Feb. 8, 1877.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
(tentlemen :—Herewitli is respectfully submitted the report
of the City Physician for the past year.
Among the diseases prevalent, diphtheria has caused the most
sickness and the largest number of deaths. Its fatal eifects have
been felt in many families. As it has raged in other ])lace8 it is
dependent on other than local causes. But whatever its nature
or source it is no new disease. What was formerly described as
'^putrid sore, throat" was probably what is now called "diphtheria."
Like small-pox and scarlet fever it is both epidemic and conta-
gious ; it spreads readily from person to person. Diphtheria often
occurs without exposure. It prevails at all seasons of the year and
in every variety of location and condition of society. While vac-
cination can disarm small-pox of its horrors, we are left absolutely
without any protection against diphtheria and scarlet lever.
In view of this important fact all known sanitary measures and
safeguards should l)e adopted for the purpose of confining these
diseases within their narrowest limits. Diphtheria and scarlet
fever attack particularly the young, and a large proportion of these
diseases usually occur among the school children, and there is no
doubt that many cases could be traced to infection received from
their fellow pupils in school. Because of this liability of children
to take and spread these diseases, and as schools afford such a free
opportunity for this, the regulations in regard to the attendance of
pupils from infected families should be very stringent. These
rules should be the most strict in dealing with small-pox, scarlet
fever and diphtheria, as the most contagious of the infectious dis-
eases : whooping cough and measles being less contagious or dan-
gerous, will not require such rigid rules of exclusion.
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Scholars should not be allowed to attend school from any house
in which either of these diseases prevail, until three weeks have
elapsed from the beginning of convalescence of the last case, ex-
cept in cases subject to the discretion of some proper authority.
The scholar to be readmitted to his school-room ought to have the
joertificate of a physician that the required time has passed.
The temporary inconvenience which such enforced absence from
school will occasion should have but little weight when compared
with the results to other children, who may thus be protected from
a disease oftentimes so fatal or so productive of a serious or last-
ing impairment of the general health.
As instances are not wanting to prove the danger of disseminat-
ing contagious diseases at funerals, the funerals of persons dying
.of any contagious disease should not be held in public or in church,
.and there should be p\iblished, with the announcement of the
•death, the particular contagious disease of which the [)erson had
died, so that there should be the least possible danger from strictly
private funerals.





TRUSTEES OF THE CITY LIBRARY.
To the IlonorubU City Councils
:
Gentlemen,—The Trustees of the City Library present their
annual report for the year ending December 31, 1876.
They also submit the accompanying reports of the Treasurer and
of the Librarian to the Trustees foi- your examination.
The report of the Treasurer sliows the purposes for which the
funds entrusted to the disposal of tlie Trustees have been expended
during the past year.
The increasing utility and aj)preeiation of the Public Library is
clearly indicated by its increasiug circulation. In 1874, the aver-
age number of books delivered daily was 81 ; in 1875 it was 112
;
in 1876 it was 121. The purcluise of new books during 1876 has
been small ; but the surplus now iii the treasuiy, if increased this
year by the same appropriation which was last year given by the
city government, will enable the Trustees to make an addition of
new books to the Library which will materially increase its value
and usefulness. ISText to the public schools, our Free Library has
become a necessity. It is appreciated by all classes. We doubj,
not that it will continue to be sustained by the fostering care of
the Honorable City Councils.
A complete and improved catalogue has just been issued which
will be of great convenience to all readers of the Library.
CHARLES WILLIAMS,) ^ ^ .








Tru»te<is of the Public Library,
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TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER,
E. P. Embrson, Treas., in account unth Public
Library.
Jan. 1, To balance in the treasury, . 1392 77
» 19, " Cash of city, bal. ot appro-
j)riation ot 1875, be-
ing one-halt; . • oOO 00
April 8 '' " ofLibrarian, lines, etc., 27
00
,1 1, " " " " «» z
K Qua « " 11 00Aug. d,
1.1. \\ " " of city, half of appro-
priation, . . . 500 00




Jan 20, By cash paid Lockwood,l5rooks
&Co.,
pglg^ 7^
" " History of Rindge,
;j^ai^
3' " '^ W.B.Towne,b'k8,
u y « " Lockwood, Brooks
&Co.,





u 4 « " Lockwood, Brooks
& Co.,
« g « u Will D. King, His-
tory of N. H.,
June 24, " " Moore & Langley,
repairing, .
j^ly 1^
" " Miss Laton's salary








2o the Trustees of the Public Library :
Since the last animal report submitted Jan. 1, 1876, tlie Library-
lias been open for the delivery of books two hundred and seventy-
tour days, during which time thirty-three thousand, two hundred
and seventy-four books have been delivered, a daily average of a
fraction over one hundred and twenty-one. Tliree books have
been lost during the year, one missing and unaccounted for, one
paid foi-, and tlie ot'ner lost in a fire on P^actory street.
Number of new cards issued, . . . . . . 405
Whole number issued, ....... 4558
Number of books belonging to the Library, . . . 6340
Increase during the year, 53
Number donated, ........ -8
" worn out, 40
" purchased to fill vacancies, .... 12
" rebound and repaired, ..... 205
Amount of money received and expended is as follows
:
Received for fines, $93 04
'* " catalogues, 3 30
" " book lost, 1 OO
Paid tor expressage, postage, cleaning, Ac, . ,













CHIE! ENeiNEER OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Enginekk's Offick, ISTashua, Feb. 4, 1877.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen,— In accordance wltli the requirements of section
6 of the City Ordinance, governing the Fire Department, I have
the honor to present to you my first annual report for the year
ending February, 1877, togethei- with its condition, number of
members, tlieir ages, occupations and residences, the apparatus,
number of fires and alarms, loss and insurance, as near as it has
been possible to obtain, the location of hydrants and reservoirs,
and such other information as may be of interest to your Board
and the public generally.
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
Chief Engineer— Frank A. Bakney.
Age 32 ; occupation, grocer; residence, 19 South Elm street.
First Assistant — E, E. Chase.
Age, ol ; occupation, teamster; residence, Spring street.
Second Astfistard— E. II. Paementek.
Age, oO ; occuitation, slinttlemaker.
Third Assistant—-Geouge R. Ilor.r.
Age, 85; occupation, shuttlemaker ; residence, Highhmd St.
Fourth Assistant and Clerk— Russell White.
Age, 41 ; oi^cupatioii, car|teiiter; residence, Cliestnut street.
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FOREMEN OF COMPANIES,
Torrent Steamer, No. 1 — PV.ank E. Fisiiek,
Niagara Steamer, No. 2 —• Frank Marden,
Peniiichuck Hose, No. 2 — JI. H. Richardhon.
Union II. & L. Co., No. 1 — A. D. Melkndv.
TORRENT STEAM FIRE ENGINE CO., NO. 1,
Namo.
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of the property belonging to the Fire Department, and the esti-
mated value thereof.
TORRENT STEAMER, NO. 1.




UNION HOOK AND LADDER CO., NO.




1 pair blankets and whip,





1 bench and vise,
i bit-stock, 8 bits,




6 punches and chisels,
1 pipe tongs, 3 cut nipper
2 calipers, 1 plier,
2 rivet punches and sets,
1 adjustable S wrench,
2 monkey wrenches,
1 rivet hammer and blocks.




14 lbs. rivets and burrs.
Flue brush and scraper.
Hydrant wrench and oil tube
1 fork wrench,
1 suction hose caj), .
3 bars iron for riveting.
Coupling wrench and bar
2 iron clamjjs,
5 plunger packings,
6 air chamber packini
Feather duster,
Brushes, brooms and pans,












Am imt brought forward,
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Amount brought for







1 wash-bowl and pitcher
1 mirroi",













No. 1. Between East and West Concord, near (xen. Stark's fence.
2. Corner East Concord and Laton streets.
3. Near Indian Head House.
4. Front of late Ziba Gay's, 34 feet 6 inches from mark on lionse.
5. Near Wilton R. R. track, on Main street.
6. Front of late Joel Carter's house, Franklin street.
7. Front of late Jolm B. Chapman's house, Franklin street.
8. Cornel- of Orange and Lock streets.
9. Opposite Nashua and Lowell freight depot.
.10. Canal street, opposite Cross street, in sidewalk.
11. Opposite No. 1 hoarding-house, Jackson corporation.
12. Pearson's avenue, in sidewalk.
13. Corner Main and Park streets.
14. Front of Eagle Card Co.'s shop. Water street, in sidewalk.
15. Opposite Eaton & Ayer's foundry building. Water street
.
16. Upper end of Water street.
17. Front of City Hall, in street crossing.
18. Front of M. E. Church.
19. Front of Pearl-street Church.
20. Front of late Gen. Hunt's house. Main street.
21. Near W. & N. R. R. crossing, Main street.
22. Head of Tyler, on Main street.
23. Head of Prospect, on Main street.
24. Opposite Mechanic, in sidewalk, south side of Facl(n-v street.
25. Corner Factory and Clay streets.
20. In Nashua Manf. Co.'s yard, near gale.
27. High street, near Houston well.
28. West Pearl, liead of P^lra street.
29. West Pearl, crossing Walnut street.
30. West Pearl, crossing Chestnut street.
31. West Pearl, crossing Vine street.
32. West Pearl, crossing Ash street.
33. Chestnut street, near corner Soutli Central.
34. Chestnut street, opposite Mrs. Wilkins" bousf.
35. Chestnut street, south K. R. track.
36. K.-ist Olive street, opposite C. P. Gage's.
37. Church street, head of Cottage avenue.
38. Temple street, opposite C. B. Hill's.
39. Temple street, near Buxton's avenue.
40. Junction of Temple and Pearl streets, oppositi- South sti-eet.
41. Temple street, opposite foundry yard.
42. Temple street, in foundry yard,
43. Temple street, corner Amory, near <din tree,
44. East Pearl, opposite C. H. Nutt's.
45. East Pearl, corner Mason street.
46. Hollis street, in sidewalk, opposite W. <fe >f. freight depot.
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41. Hollis Street, opposite Warner & Whituey's oouiitinji looni.
48. " *' Waraer tt- Whitney's yard.
49. '• " corner John street.
50. ' "' opposite forge shop.
51. " " " "
^
"
o2. " " lower end forge shop.
5y. " " corner Alld's road.
54. Mulberry, corner South Elm street.
55. Kinsley, corner Vine street.
l.OWKY HVUBANTS.
Jio. 1. Concord street, near John Webster's house,
2. Corner Orange and Lock street**.
>>. Main, corner Hollis street.
4. Spring, corner Ekiridge street.
o. Summer, con.er Granite street.
LOCATION OP^ RESERVOIRS.
.Amherst, near Auburn street.
Abbot square, between Amherst and Concord streets.
Orange s<]nare, between Locke and Orange streets.
At crossing of Cross and Central streets.
Bridge street, north side of School District lot.
East Concord street, opposite G. A. RamsdelPs.
Terpple street, WilUams' foundry y.ard.
Temple, corner Main street.
Corner Basin and Chestnut streets, west end of Oval,
Hollis, head of Quiucy street.
Crossing of Hollis and Chestnut streets.
Crossing of Chestnut and Kinsley streets.
Crossing of Hollis street and Alld's road.
Crossing of Temple and Cottage street,s.
Main, head of Prospect street.
Corner of Greene and Locust streets.
Merrimack street, near Holt's factory.
Crossing Main and Pearl streets.
FIRE STATIONS.
Pearson's avenue, front of Otis Kendall's house.
Temple street, rear of Charles Wil'lams' house.
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The accoinp;ii»ying' talmiar statement shows that the whole
number ot ahnms during the year was 43; number of working
tires, 20 ; total value of property destroyer), $22,850,00 ; insur-
ance on the same, $9,490.00 ; making a total loss of $13,360.00.
Although we have liad a larger number of alarms and small
fires <luriiig the past year than usually occur, our loss by tire has
been much smaller than for several years previous. By examining
the statement it will be seen that the loss at one fire, that of
Flather Brothers, was nearly two-thirds of the entire amount, that
occurring in a locality where there was no supply of water con-
venient, and the quality of much of our hose being such that it
vt'ould not stand the pressure necessitated by forcing water
tlirough so long a line as was necessary to do, render-ed our efforts
almost useless in saving any portion of theii* pro|)erty.
APPAIiATl S.
The :ij)paiatus of the Department consists at the present time
of two steam fire engines, with hose tenders attached, capable of
carrying six huntb-ed feet 2 1-2 inch hose, each ; two four-wheeled
hose caniagei^, ca|):ible of carrying one thousand feet 2 1-2 inch
hose, each ; one new four-wheeled hose carriage, capable of carry-
ing six hundred feet 2 1-2 inch hose; one hook and ladder truck,
complete ; all of which are in active service, and in good condi-
tion ; Indian Heatl Steamer No. 8 held in reserve.
There are also six sjjare hose carriages : one at G. VV^. Davis'
shop, 450 feet of hose at Eaton & Ayer's, one carriage and 200 feet
of hose at foi-ge shop, and three spare carriages at steamer house
.
The hook and ladder truck, altliongh drawn by horses, is a
clumsy, unwieldy affair, and an expensive article to keep in repair,
and I would recommend that it be exchanged for a lighter one.
I believe enough could be realized from the sale of the truck,
spare hose carriages at the house, and some other articles whicl*
are no longer useful, tu p)ocijr(> ;'. new truck without any extra
apjiropriation.
MANUAL FORCE.
Th( manual I'oite of the De|>aiiment consists of one Chiet and
fou. Assistant Engineers; 17 raenil^ersof Torrent steamer, No. 1
;
17 tnenibers ot Niagara steamer, No. 2; 9 members of Peniiichnck
tlose Company, No. 2; 18 members of Union Hook an<1 Ladden
No. 1,
STEAMER HOSE
Tlu^-re is at tlic jdesent time belonging to the Dejiartmont 6,400
)'eet of steamer hose, at least 2,000 feet of which is not reliable for
hard service, having been in use since the first steamer was pur-
chased. All of the 2-inch and 900 feet of the steamer hose has
been condemned during the ])ast year; 1,000 feet of new hose
have been j'lirchased <luring the jiast year, wliicb have proved
•jood.
By reason ol the long distances through which we have to
Frequently force water at fires, it is absolutely necessary that we
should be well supplied with the best of hose; and I would there-
fore recommend the purchase of at least 2,000 feet of the best
leather hose for steamers, believing it to be the tnost (birablc
when [iroj>erly c.are«l for. for a department like ours.
FHfE ALARM.
Tlic disadvantage under which we .are placed by not knowing
wh,at directuni to take in case of an alarm, and the constant
increase of false alarms, are two very strong arguments in favor
<jf a fire alarm. Oin' in successful operation in our city during
the )>ast would have given us the right direction and avoided at
least one-halt of the alarms and the expense attending them.
The agent of the American Fire Alarm has volunteered to bring
and exhibit in this city their system, and I would suggest that
his ofler be accepted, so that all niay see the advantages ot^ atid
the benefits to be derived from it.
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WATER.
The disadvantages arising from the inefficient supply of that
article so necessary to the extingnishraent of fires, known as water,
is so well known that it is nnnecessary for me to enter into
details. I believe that the only way for a city to have an abun-
dant supply for fire purposes is to own and control the water
works within its jurisdiction, and I sincerely hope that the time
is not far distant when Xashua will own and control those within
her limits.
HYDRANTS AND RESERVOIRS.
Most of the hydrants are in fair condition although but little re-
liance can be placed upon those located on small mains.
During the year one new reservoir has been built on Amherst
street, at the head of Auburn, and three fire stations have been
put in, one in Pearson's avenue, one in the I'ear of Charles Wil-
liams' house on Temple street, and one on the Merrimack on the
old Ferry road, all of whicli have proved satisfactory. The res-
ervoir located in the school-house yard in Belvidere, and the one
on Hollis street crossing Alld's road, are not reliable by reason of
their supply not being sufficient. On account of their being
located where there is much valuable property, I would sugijest
that proper supply pipes be connected with both. The other res-
ervoirs are in good eondition, except the one at the crossing of
Cross and Central streets, which has no supply, and has not been
used for several years, the Jackson Company's canal answering all
purposes since the advent of steamers.
During the year several important changes have beuii luailt:' in
the department. City Hose Co., No. I, has been disbanded and
its apparatus turned over to the two steamer companies, a new
carriage has been purchased for Pennichuck Hose Co. No, 2, and
its company reduced from 14 to U men, a pair ot liorses has been
provided to draw the Hook and Ladder truck, and that com.
pany reducetl from 25 to 18 men, making a reduction of 20 in
the membership of the department. zVll of these changes have
worked advantageously, the loss in membership in ni> way ilc-
ereasing the efhcieney of the depnrtmcnt.
Although this has been my first year as Chief Engineer, E have
endeavored as when I held less important positions to perform my
duties faithiully, honestly and acceptably to your honorable body,
the department and to the public, and in this my first re})ort T
have attempted to respectfully lay before you its wants and ne-
cessities, and to suggest the means whereby it may l)e made more
efficient. And, in conclusion,! wish to express my sincere thanks
to his Honor the Mayor, the Committee on Fire Department,
members of the City Councils, and to the citizens generally, for
the interest manifested in and the many favors shown to me and
to the department during the past year, and also through you to
the Board of Engineers, and Officers and members of the depart-
ment, for the faithful and efficient manner in which they have per-







Superintendent of Public Schools
CITY OF NASHUA,
WITH THB
HIILES AND REGULATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
CITY OF NASHUA.
Ix School Committee, Feb. 19, 1877.
The Superinteudeut presented the annual report for the year 1876.
Voted, To accept the report and to print the usual number of copies.
JOHN H. GOODALE, Clerk.
BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
OEGAIIZATION FOR 1876-77.
Hon. CHARLES WILLIAMS, Mayor,
Sx- Officio Ghairmau of the Board.
JOHN H. GOODALE,
ClerJc of the Board.
MEMBERS:
Ward 1— George A. Ramsdell.
Ward 2— George H. Taggard.
Ward 3— Abi A. Saunders.
Ward 4— Frederick A. Eaton.






Ward 7— Charles Wetherby.
James P. S. Otterson.
Ward 8 James M, Perry.
John H. Good ale, Superintendent of Schools.
Office : First Floor High School Buildiug.
{Regular meetings, first Tiuirsday eveaing of each raoutli.)
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance and Accounts.—Messrs. Taggcarcl, Pen-y and Eaton.
/School Houses and Supplies.—Messrs. Matthews, Otterson and
Saunders.
Text 3ooks and Teachers.—Messrs, Hamsdell, Richardson.
Wetherby and O'Donnell.
Boundaries and Assignments.—Messrs. Kelsey, O'Donnell and
Matthews.
Ifusic.—Messrs. Otterson, Richardson and Kelsey.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
High, /Spring-street Grammar and Suburban Schools, JVos. 5
and 8.—Messrs. Wetherby, Ramsdell, Richardson and Kelsey.
Mi. Pleasant Grammar, 3Iiddle and Primary, and Suburban
Schools Nbs. 6 a7i.d 7.—Messrs. Ramsdell, Taggard and Eaton.
Mdifi'Street Middle and Primary, Belvidere Middle arid Pri-
mary, Palm-street Primaries, and Suburban Schools Nos. 1 and
2.—Messrs. O'Donnell, Saunders and Matthews,
Harbor Middle and, Primary, East Pearl street. Mulberry
street and Hdgeville Primaries, and Suburban Schools JVos. 3
and 4.—Messrs, Otterson, Richardson and Perry.
Truatit Officers.—Messrs. Webster C Brown, Patrick Barry
and John H. Goodale.
SUPERINTENDENT'S EEPOET.
To the School Committee of Nashua
:
Gkntlemen :—During the year 1876 the public schools of this
city have employed forty-eight teachers—the same number as
during the previous year. Of these four were employed in the
High, ten in the Grammar, nine in the Middle, eighteen in the
Primary, six in the surburban schools, and one teacher of music.
Four were males and forty-four were females.
NUMBER OF SCHOLARS.
The attendance of the school children is definitely ascertained
at the end of each month from the monthly report by each teacher
to the superintendent. The following table gives the total and
the average attendance, with the attendance of each sex at twelve
distinct dates since Jan 1st, 1876, with the numl)er of instances of


















































whose attendance has been less than tAvo weeks are always omit-
ted. The actual number enrolled at the end of the first four
weeks of January, 1877, was 1678. In the two private schools in
this city the attendance at this time is nbout 75. During the last
two months of 1876 the number of children in our Primary
schools was diminished from fear of the diphtheria which pre-
vailed in the south part of the citv. Although tlie disease has
now disappeared, yet the same apprehension and the wintry
weather continue to malvc the Primary classes less than usual.
A comparative view of the attendance at-the beginning of 1877
and of 1876 in the different grades of our public schools can be
seen at a glance
:
Under tlie efficient care of the committee on repairs the
school houses have been kept in good condition. The photograph
of tlie High School building, exhibited at the Philadelphia Cen-
tennial Exposition, so far attracted attention that applications
liave been received from school authorities at St. Louis, Cleve-
land and Memphis for specific plans of its interior construction.
Last summer the defective slate roof of the Mt. Pleasant belfry
was removed, and a fire-proof one substituted, the basement
rooms were plastered, and other needed improvements made.
Bells of good size and fine tone have been placed in the towers
of the High School and Mt. Pleasant buildings, so that hence-
forth the cost of bell-ringing will cease to appear among the items
of expense. There is an entire destitution of shade trees on the
grounds of the Harbor, and on I'alm and Mulberry streets. The
cost of carefully planting forty elm and maple trees in these local-
ities would be a profitable investment. Two school-rooms have
been unoccupied during the year, one on East Pearl street, and
the other at the Harbor. The unoccupied seating oajjacity in the
city pro])er at this time exceeds five hundred.
COST OF THE SCHOOLS.
In these times of retrenchment, when the expenditure of every
dollar is justly scanned with close scrutiny to see if it brings an
equivalent in return, probably no part of this repoi't will secure a
more general attention than that which shows the cost of our
schools.
The expenses of the School Department for 1875 and 1S76 have
been as follows:
EXPBXDJTURKS, 1875.
Salaries, teachers and supei'intendent, . . . . $24,961 44
Janitors, 1,924 80
Fuel, • 2,898 89
Books and stationery, 409 04
Printing, 437 81
Pennichuck water, 245 50
Bell-ringing, ........ 123 37
Rej)airs and miscellaneous, 1,844 06
Total, ..,..,... *32,844 91
EXPENDITURES, 1870.
Salaries, teachers and superintendent, . . . ,$24,489 2!)
Janitors, 1,676 05
Fuel, 1,981 20
Books and stationery, 398 69
Printing, . . . , 399 42
Pennichuck water, , 280 00
Bell-ringing, ........ 52 80
Furniture, 295 (39
Chemicals for 1874, '75 and '76, 306 05
Repairs and miscellaneous, 2,676 34
Total, $32,555 53
In regard to the exjtcnse for fuel and janitors tliere has been a
necessary increase within a few years, growing out of the occu-
pancy of the new and large school-houses. The fuel bills of the
past year were thirty per cent, less than in 1875, We believe
they can be kept at this reduced rate. The three janitors are now
paid seven, nine, and ten dollars per week—not a fartliing too
much for the responsibility and the services rendered. For-
tunately, at this time, the right men are in the right place.
In regard to the salaries of teachers, we know that tlie School
Committee have endeavored to exercise the powers conferred on
them witli a wise economy. The pay of the teachers, as well as
the othei' school expenses, have been largely increased within
fifteen years, but in no larger proportion than all the other expen-
ses of the city government. During this period, alsu, the occu-
])ation of teaching has grown to be a profession, for which special
preparation is demanded, i-equiring years of study and a large
expense. The special committee on salai'ies have given this sub-
ject a careful consideration. That teachers could be employed for
smaller salaries than are now paid is no doubt true, but these
cheaper helpers would not do the work our teachers perform in a
satisfactory manner. We are convinced that our schools cannot
be kept at the point they have reached, inuch less develoj:) any
increase of efficiency, by any sucli jiolicy. It Avould prove in the
end a most ex])ensive economy.
It lias been, and is now, the pride of our people that such is the
condition of our schools that ot the two thousand children ot
Nashua only half a dozen are sent away to be educated in select
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achools. So nmple is the provision ior elementary instruction that
the children of our citizens, whether designing to be farmers
mechanics, business men or professional men, have no occasion to
go abroad tor their training. This standard must be maintained.
During the year }>ast an unusual amount has been expended for
repairs and improvements—moie especially upon the Mt. Pleas-
ant building. This was called for on account of the defective
;ind unfinished condition of the roof and basement. From the
amount of available room not at present occupied it is not proba-
ble that any large expense for new buildings will occur for some
years ; or that any large outlays will be needed for repairs.
Comparing the expenditures of the School Department of
^Nashua with those of other cities of like population we find none
which are less. The average pay of the Nashua teachers is
4!487.50; of the Concord teachers, $511,36; of the Fitchburg
teachers, $551.75 ; and of the Manchester teachers, $564.62. The
-cost of instruction per scholar in ISTashua is $19.40 ; in Fitchburg,
|;21.16 ; in Manchester, $22.52.
Our schools are the most valuable of the trusts committed to
the charge of our city government. We freely recognize the im-
3>ortance of the most careful economy in their management
—
believing also that that economy is best and wisest which, cutting
•ol!:' all needless and douUtful expenditures, will not fail to secure
the most competent and successful teachers.
THE ESSENTIALS OF PUBLIC EDUCATION.
The founders of our system of public instruction made its
object to fit the young for the duties of citizenship—to qualify
them to be useful members of society. The first essential thing
to be taught in our schools is good morals; that is, correct habits,
obedience to ]iroper authority, industry, honesty, economy, truth-
fulness. This involves the cultivation of a regaid for the rights
of others, a love of justice, impartiality, kindness. It includes the
cultivation of gentle and courteous manners Avhich are the ex-
pression and safeguard of correct conduct. The constitution and
laws of New Hampshire make it incumbent upon her school
teachers to give their first attention to good morals and manners
and "to inculcate all social aifections and generous sentiments,"
The next essential to be acquired in the public schools is the
use of language. We mean by this the training usually included
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in the exercises of reading, spelling, writing, grammar, un<l coni-^
position. Language is not only the expression of thought, but it
is the instrument of thinking. The greatest men produced by
our state were great ))ecause they were masters ot their native
tongue. Daniel Webster and Horace Greeley, had they not
attained to the clearest, highest, most comprehensive use of the
English language, would to-day be unknown, Tlie oldest Asiatic
nations have for thirty centuries been held back from jDrogress by
their faulty, cumbersome, inadequate language. The best educa-
tors among the Japanese say that the adoption of the English
language would do nu)re than anything else to elevate theii-
countrymen to the status of Western civilization. Our children
must be taught the English language in its best models if they
are intelligently to decide upon the great questions of modei'n
political, economic, scientific and social life.
The third essential acquisition to be gained in the public schools,
is a thorough knowledge of those primary mathematical processes
which are in use in every day life. Ordinarily, this includes the
methods of keeping accounts, calculating percentage and taking
raeasuremeiUs—the essentials for conducting ordinary business-
transactions. The applicati£)ns of mathematical science are in-
numerable, but its primary object is to give accuracy and certainty
to our mental conclusions. Above all other studies it teaches the
pupil to tiiink ; it induces the habit of continuous, concentrated,
patient thought. It leads the immature faculties step by step
from the plainest and easiest process of reasoning to the most
complicated and abstruse. It is the application of mathematical
discipline to practical ends which has been the fouiulation of all
modern achievement.
The theory of our system ot common Bchool education is to
give to the young that discipline and development ot mind and
body, and that knowledge of the elementary branches of instruc-
tion requisite to render them capable of ])ursiiiug any calling.
Not that they shall have the special training for any one trade,
Imt that they sliall h.ave the groxuidioorh jitting the7)t for all. That
is the essential thing. Then at the termination of their schooling,
they will easily train themselves for whatever their tastes, capa-
city or circumstances give tliem an inclination. 1 he sch{)ol sys_
tern therefore which teaches these three great essentials gives <t
good common school education, and the child who has thoroughly
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learned these will obtain of himself all the further education*
which his abilities require. True, it is for the interests ot society
that opportunities for further education be afforded—as they are-
afforded in the High school—but it is indispensable for the safety
of the Commonwealth that all the children be carefully grounded
in these great and vital elements of culture which are no where
secured except in our Primary, Middle and Grammar schools.
Hence, whatever else may be sacrificed, these grades of our edu-
cational system must be amply and vigorously sustained.
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT.
The deterioration of the people of New England in physical
strength, size and energy is a fact which constantly confronts us»
It is clearly evident that under the present conditions of city life,
at home and at school, a child of American parentage stands a
poor chance to enter upon a career of life having a good physical
system—a body healthy, strong, well formed, and of good size.
The saymg of Ralph Waldo Emerson that "the first requisite-
to success in life is to be a good animal," embodies a fundamental
princii^le in the science of education. Without a sound constitu-
tion the most intelligent and laborious man is comparatively pow-
erless, The sport of painful maladies, he finds himself fettered ut
every step in his careei'. Letters, science, the arts, crafts the
most humble, and the higher professions—nothing is possible
without good health- The rare exceptional cases, like that of
Pope, in which a prodigious amount of Avork is accomplished by
a life-long invalid only shows that a mighty pressure of steam,
may do wonders with a crazy engine, one time in a thousand. In
all other cases the result is speedy wreck.
The physical training of school children should, therefore, com-
mand the most careful attention of parents, teachers, and school
authorities. Let tliem give earnest heed to tlie care and develop-
ment of the body as well as of the mind. It is the home, the
instrument, the ])erpetual companion ot the soul. Let tlie children
themselves be taught to know that feeding on sweetmeats, sipping,
coffee, and lounging on the sofa will not make them scholars or tit
them for the severer emergencies of life. Rather, let them eat
brown bread and beef in generous slices. Let them wield the axe
and sledge, grasp the hoe, trundle the wheelbarrow. Let th«n
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leap iuto every day as into a new paradise, "over a wall of eight
liours' solid sleep." Let them of a Saturday hie away over the
breezy hills, with lit companions, in utter forgetfulness of lessons,
drills, and examinations, until "every drop of blood in their veins
tingles with the delight of mere animal existence." Let them in
the absence of practical toil, poise the dumb-bell, pitch the quoit
glide on skates, or dash down the frozen hill-side. Only let all
these things be done in such measure and manner as shall develop
brawn and muscle, health and vigor, and with a distinct recogni-
tion of their own higher nature and capacities.
We are lead to be the more emphatic in calling attention to
this subject from our knowledge of the conditions of health now
existing in the schools of Nashua, Of the girls fourteen years of
age and U2)wards thirty-three per cent, (one-third) are either inva-
lids, more or less affected with a disease of the heart, liver, lungs
or some other vital organ disqualifying them for the mental work
of the school-room, or they are suffering from that " nervous sen-
.sibilitv" which ^vas unknown to New Eno^land <>irlhood half a
century ago. In trutli, so prevalent and so well understood is
this general debility of school girls, that during the past year a
petition numerously signed by the matrons of this city and by
several well-known physicians was presented to the School Board
requesting them to abolish the regulation of marching up and
<lown the stairways at recess—an exercise requiiing but little more
exertion than the ordinary marclies and countermarches on the
])avements.
During last term, of the eighty-three girls in the High School
twenty-nine presented a written statement from the family physi-
•cian certifying that on account of feeble health it was desirable
that they should be relieved from some of the regular exercises of
the school,
CAUSES OF PHYSICAL DEGENERACY,
Now, ihi.s physical inability does not mamly arise from the
influences of school life, but rather from causes over which teach-
ei's and school authorities have no control. Home counsel and
home influence are the controlling force in determining the habits
and health of our children. Especially is this true of girls, who
lire usually the earliest to betray physical infirmity. The indul-
gence of a morbid appetite for improper food ; transition from
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over-hented rooms to a piercing atmosphere ; late hours and
iuBufficient sleep ; free indulgence in the exhausting oxcitenients
of fashion and fanciful reading furnish a solution to the mystery
of degenerate health and vigor so visible among school girls. At
an age when nothing should be left to the uncontrolled will of the
inexperienced and thoughtless, it is iinnecessary to argue that the
young school miss, who leaves a heated hall or a social circle at
ten or eleven o'clock at night all aglow witli physical exercise and
an excited imagination, will not be in good preparation for the
school work ot the next day. Dull recitations, heavy eyes, and
drooping spirits vnW constitute the day's experience—to be suc-
ceeded in due time by failing health.
These conditions of health so prevalent in all the Eastern
States are attractins; the careful attention of the highest scien-
tific and medical authorities of the country. Their investigations
will at least awaken attention to existing facts, and suggest to
parents the inquiry as to what changes must be made in the
industrial, the social, and the moral training of the young to cor-
rect these evils. In a recent paper written by Dr. Lincoln of
Boston, an able and intelligent investigator of sanitary tacts^
alluding to the wide-spread sources of nervous degeneracy, he
says
;
" Our nation is suffering from certain wicle-spreail soiures of nervous
degeneracy. Give the child a constitution derived from excitable parents ^
a diet in childhood most abvmdant, but most unwholesome, and based upon
ii national disregard of the true principles of cookery; a set of teeth whicii
early fail to do their duty; a climate vfhich at its best is extremely trying
;
add to these influences those ot a moral nature, arising from the democratic
constitution of our country, spurring on every man, woman and cliild tO'
indulge in personal ambition, the desire to rise in society, to grow rich, to
get office, to get everything under the heavens; add a set of social habits, as
applied to the life of young girls and boys, which is utterly atrocious, which
robs so many of them of their childhood at the age of ten or twelve, suid
converts them to simpering, self-conceited flirts and men of the world,
ruses, and independent of control, a depraved and pitiable breed of ' little-
women and little men ' ; add finally that we h»ve now a population of twelve
millions dwelling in cities, and exposed to those deteriorating influences
which notoriously belong to city life
;
give the child these conditions to grow
up under, and can you wonder that he or she ' deviates from the type ' of the
sturdy Anglo-Saxon pioneer who settled this continent '?"
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THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
We have already spoken of the need of the best teachers in
the Primary Schools. In every grade example teaches more pow-
•erfully than precept. In the Primary School it is the prime
factor which determines the proficiency of the child. The habits
and morals of the teacher unconsciously, perchance, yet inevitably
anold the pupil after their own likeness. The old monks of the
middle ages had a way of erasing the ancient writings from parch-
ment that they might substitute the legend of a saint for a chap-
ter of Roman history. But there is no art of monk, no device of
chemist, no tears of repentance even, which can blot from the
child's mind the early impressions received in the school-room.
They strike through like the red letters on the olden-time bank
Isills. Hence a teacher scrupulously neat has little need of con-
scious effort to make the scholars neat. A teacher taking sly advan-
tages to give her school a fairer appearance than others at a pub-
lic examination does an incalculable wrong to the moral honesty
of her pupils. It is this force of personal example that makes
our public school system the arbiter ot our future civilization.
HoNTever much we may speculate about woman's sphere and
woman's rights, there is one place which it is agreed on all hands
she can occupy and be in her sphere — ihe primary school-room.
This realm belongs to her alone. To train in early childhood to
gentle dispositions, a respectful demeanor and unquestioning
obedience ; to inspire with an enthusiastic and an invariable prac-
tice of the truth ; to secure the greatest amount of attention and
discipline without hazarding physical development ; to fashion
.•anew the bad manners and soften the harsh and self willed per-
versness of neglected children ; to begin with patience every new
day, with no perceptible advance on the previous day ; to look
with hope into rayless, pewter eyes where " there is no specula-
tion " ; to wait and watch with an unfaltering faith for light to
dawn in faces where there is no day star nor promise of morning ;
to restrain petulance and querulousness, and win to kindness and
duty by the poAver of love; to do all these things and more, re-
quires in the teacher a union of qualities found only among
that sex " in whose hearts love, hope and patience have first kept
school."
The healtli of the pupil is a most important care of the teacher,
especially in a grade where the child is too young to have a
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proper care of itself. In our Primary Schools marked attention
has been paid to this matter, and the thoughtful kindness of the
teacher as to the health and comfort of her pupils has been neither
unobserved nor unappreciated by ])arents.
THE MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
So fftr as regards the formation of habits the two years occu-
pied in the Middle Schools are the most important of the whole
course. Slow, deliberate, long-continued, and apparently needless
preparation for distant duties and remote emergencies forms a
large part of all educational training. Especially is this true ot
the period usually occupied by children in the Middle Schools.
Figuratively, it is the time when the keel of the ship is to be se-
ourely laid, the masts tirmly set, and the oaken ribs covered with
unyielding plank. The boys and girls of the Middle Schools
range from eight to fourteen years. They have reached an age
when the antagonism between the moral and animal instincts are
clearly manifest. The impulses of the lower nature often hav-
ing the greater force, come first into play. These are to be
checked and controlled. When home influence sustains the efforts
of the teacher the work is not often difficult ; otherwise the
proper control of the school can be secured only by the most un-
tiring and judicious exertion.
"We are not disposed to indulge in any austere criticism, but
any one who compares the present state of society with the past
can but notice that there is a growing laxity in home disci-
pline. The order of family government in frequent instances is
reversed. Hence a positive improvement in the manners as well
as habits of the young has become the pressing want of our time.
We have reached an epoch in our educational work which compels
«very faithful instructor to teach the courtesies and proprieties
which belong to our every-day life. Any educational system
which fails to bring out the obligation."? and relations that are due
to superiors in age and experience, in their fullness and beauty, is
incomplete in its scope and aim.
In the discharge of disciplinary duty in our Middle Schools,
the teachers have a constantly occurring and sometimes disagree-
able task. True, the relations between the teachers and pupils
iiro uniformly cordial and kindly
;
yet from the laxity of home
government, and the influence ot street companionship many of
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the boys compel a seventy of discipline which the toacliei- woukl
irladly avoid. The past year, however, has required compara-
tively few instances of corporal punishment.
During the same time there 1ms been in this dei)artirieiit ;u
marked improvement in scholarshi]). Thirty ot the Middle
scholars of the second grade were able at the close of the summer
term to pass the examination required to enter tlie Grammar
School. They now rank among the foremost scholars of theii-
class. Of course, these thirty pupils gain an entire year— an
item of no trivial importance. It was a privilege to which they
were entitled by their attainments. Common sense and co?umou
justice require that when the proficiency of in.iividual pupil?
manifestly warrants a promotion, they should receive it without
waiting for the time of regular promotion by classes^
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The Grammar department is recognized as the ]'0})u]ar branch
of our public school system. It occupies Ibnr years, and tlie-
course of study comprises those subjects of instruction which are
deemed essential for all children without regard to their social
condition or their future occupation. It is the minimum educa-
tion to which every child is supj)osed to be entitled as a prejtara-
tion for a useful and active life. It is designed to aflbrd that
elementary knowledge and skill which every individual in the
community needs whatever may be his or her calling,
The Grammar school in its teachings proposes to do something:
more than to appeal to the perce[)tive faculties. It aims to teach
the pupil how to study—how to torm the habit of patient, contin-
uous, concentrated thought. The old Romans liad a way of
stitching up the eyes ot their jjoultry, and stuffing them with
dough in the dark. Some men are happy to be ti-eated in the
same way. But m our grammar schools the " stuffing " process
must be unknown. It is here that we need the vigorous, self-reli-
ant, living teacher, one whose enthusiasm in her work shall be
magnetic—insjiiring every pujtil with her own zeal. Every recita-
tion will be brisk and thorough. There will be no servile depend-
ence on text-books, but a habit of self-reliance on the ]>;ut of both
teacher and pujnls ; no dull routine of stereotypeil questions, but
rather such as the teacher herself has invented by previous and
careful preparation, and which are fitted to awaken in the pupil
earnest thought and vigorous exeixion.
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It is clue to the faithful efforts of the principals and the assist-
ants of our two Grammar acliools to say that in discipline we
doubt if there be any in the State their superiors. The mode of
teaching in a majority of the rooms is efficient. Yet wo are not
in this department entirely emancipated from the "rote" system.
Some of our teachers need to be reminded that while the memor-
ising dates, formulated definitions, and dry facts are necessary to
a certain extent, yet is it not the most important work of the
Grammar school. The scholars have attained a standpoint where
positive, aggressive mental labor can be performed ; and the writ-
ten examinations of the past year afford ample proof that the
gi'eat majority are capable of carrying on their appropriate work.
The number in the Grammar schools has increased during the
past year from 329 to 385. This increase is chiefly due to the
large number who entered the Fourth Grammar class from the
Middle schools. This class numbers 149. It is in three divisions
two of whicli are in the Spring street, and one in the Mt. Pleasant
building. It is by far the largest class which has entered so high
a grade in this city.
Foiir years ago, children of fofeign parentage, while predom-
inating in many of the primary schools, were scarcely represented
in the higher grades. At the present time, they number twenty-
three per cent, of the Grammar Schools. It is evident that in a
few years our entire population Avill be quite uniformly repre-
sented in every department of the public schools.
THE HIGH SCHOOL.
The number in the High school is now larger than at any time
since its establishment. Ordinarily, the High school of a city con-
tains about nine per cent, of the number in the schools. This is
about the present percentage in Nashua. The design of a High
school is to furnish at the public expense that higher grade of
instruction which comes between the indispensable braiiches on
one hand, and the classical and special stxidies of the college on
the other. In a small city where only one High school can be
maintained, that one school must of course endeavor to meet ^11
the demands for a higher class of instruction in that city. It
must have different courses to suit both the classical and non-
classicai scholars, as well as those desiring only a business educa-
tion.
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A year and a half ago, the School Board of this city modified
the existing j)i-ogramme so as to meet the varied wants of the
community. It is hardly safe to say that the experiment has
been fully tested, but thus far it is manifestly a move in the right
direction—supplying tlie needs of a class of our young people
who otherwise Avould be practically excluded from the advan-
tages of the High school.
While this highest department of our public school system has
not yet reached its maturitj^, we have great confidence in the future
success of our own, and of the High schools of our State. In
one important feature it is their privilege and duty to take the
precedence of the college by having a substratuni of common
knowledge, an acquaintance with common things and common
people, and with the common aims and hopes of the masses, which
are not obtained in the segregation of college life, or from the anti-
quated and unfruitful teachings of many a college professor.
It is maintained by many that no education should be proAided
at the public expense beyond the essential branches of elemen-
tary instruction. But we believe that the means of a higher
education are indispensable to the prosperity of our elemen-
tary institutions. The Primary and Grammar schools are found
to be ineflicient and defective where the High school and the
Academy are wanting. Educational progress works from above
downward ; and that educational development gained in the High
soliool is needed to promote and strengthen the elementary grades
of our system,
PENMANSHIP, DRAWING, MUSIC.
Our views in regard to these branches were given in the report
of last year. Of the three, Penmanship is the most important be-
cause of its constant and uniform application in after life. Right-
ly the foundation of this work is laid in the Primary Schools. The
teachers have generally been faithful in their instructions, and
rarely a child leaves the Middle Schools without the capability of
writing a legible though immature hand. We recommend that
henceforth in the highest primary and the middle classes at least
two hours each week be given to penmanship. Of the scholai's who
have reached the age of sixteen, it is to be regretted that so few be-
come accomplished penmen. Boys and girls in the higher grades
should not be satisfied with an intelligible hand merely, but should
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aim to write "with that graceful elegance which wins admiration."
It was long ago decided that awkward chirography ivS no mark of
genius.
Drawing as a branch of public instruction does not rank in im-
portance with the the essential studies of the school-room, but
among a manufacturing people, wliere a majority of the citizens
?n'e artisans, it has a disciplinary value justifying its introduction
as a regular school exercise. It has lor some years received a
large share of attention in Massachusetts, and has l)een introduced
into many oi tlie larger towns of the Eastern States. As a
study, it cultivates the power and habit of accurate observation,
develo{)s the love of the beautiful in nature and in art, and affords
that training of the hand and eye desirable for every individual
whatever may be his or her future calling. Of course, it should
not be allowed to enci-oach upon the time and attention which be-
long to the more essential studies. By a vote of tlie School Board
drawing books are now furnished to the school children at the
public expense, and the system of Prof. Walter Smith, the most
complete and systematic yet published, has been adopted by the
School Committee,
As a school exercise, singing is of value as a science, and of still
greater importance as a recreation. Especially is this true in the
lower grades of our schools. It bi*eaks the monotony of tedious
recitation, soothes the petty querulousness of children, quiets the
excited nerves of teachers growing neuralgic and dangerous.
The element of cheerfulness, an element so necessary for physical
and mental growth, is promoted by vocal music more than by any
other juvenile exercise. Experience shows that it facilitates
rather than hinders progress in the more sturdy and imperative
work of the school. Doubtless there is room for improvement in
this department. The selections for daily practice are sometimes
trivial, sometimes not adapted to the occasion. We need more
songs of home, of country, of simple devotion. By a vote of the




In the lower grades during the past year, the drill of the read-
ing exercises has been thorough. We believe no other branch of
study calls for so much tact, patience and enthusiasm on the
part of the teachers, and yet no other which, when faithfully
taught, repays so richly in results, Most of our teachers will not
tolerate mechanical reading, but insist on a live expression of the
author's sentiments and feelings. In some rooms phonic drill i&
more or less a daily exercise, as also practice on different combina-
tions of consonant sounds, especially in words ending in gth, «lst,
ing, rm, er, and the letter r generally. Nearly all of our teacliers
are aware that "eternal vigilance" is needed in this department.
We hope the day is not far distant when indistinctness and feeble-
ness of articulation wdl only occur as an exception in our schools.
The complaijit from parents has repeatedly reached us during
the past yeai", that in the High and Grammar Schools there are
scholars sadly deficient in ability to express their thoughts in a
fitting manner on paper. There is a mania among a certain class
in these grades to "shirk" the writing of compositions. They
sometimes so far succeed in doing themselves gross injustice as to
reach the graduating class without the capacity to write a respect-
able note. The teachers in the higher grades are rigidly enforcing
the regulations in regard to this exercise, and we trust that home
influence will not be wanting in securing for it an .attention com-
mensurate witli its importance.
Equally true is it that many boys of the higher grades have ;u
strange and foolish weakness in regard to declamation— a
weakness which parents sometimes excuse, and tacitly, though
not intentionally encourage. There is no one defect which
many an able business man so often and so deeply regrets as
the incapability to express himself clearly and intelligently in
public. There are times when every man has occasion to de*
fend himself, or to defend a good cause in the presence of his peers*
Unless trained by constant and careful practice in his school days
the chances are that in the face of a large audience he will hardly
be able to tell his own name. Of course, not all school lads will
become orators and debaters, but they at least may qualify them-
selves to speak with deliberation and clearness "the truth that iw
in the-ra,"
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SUBURBAN AND EVENING SCHOOLS.
The suburban schools during the year have been peaceable and
progressive. The teachers have been generally successful. Of
the 'seven districts, six have had schools during the whole year,
and one for one third of the year. The number of suburban
scholars during the fall term was 97, and at this time is 88. District
No. One has 16 scholars; No Two has 19; No Three has 6 ; No.
Four has 9 ; No. Five has 12 ; No. Six has 16 ; and No. Seven
has 9. The amount paid for salaries during the last year was
$2,245. The suburban schools are a necessity, and although the
number of scholars in several of them is very small, yet the few
who do attend are so remote from any other scliool that no one
of them except No. Three can at present be discontinued.
The chief obstacle to the success of the evening schools of the
manufacturing towns of New England is the want of ambition,
of stability, and of self-respect among the more adult portion of
those Avho attend. Most of this class have never attended any
day-school regularly, have no mental discipline—in truth, do not
know what study means. They do not enter the evening school
for the i)urj)Ose of improvement, but to have a "good time," and
a shelter from the cold weather. Hence their attendance is
irregular, and as soon as the restraints of the school-room become
irksome they disappear.
To succeed with this class of pupils, the instructor in charge
must bo one of large experience, of winning manners, pf ready
tact, and the highest disciplinary capacity. Mediocrity will not
be successful. The exercises must be attractive, the instruction
luminous. The teaclier must secure, what it is difficult to gain,
the confidence and respect of his " untrained constituency."
The number of different scholars in the East Pearl street and
Belvidere evening schools of the past winter was 182 ; the aver-
age attendance 76, The majority of the older pupils did not
make satisfactory improvement. The younger class, chiefly made
up of those who at some previous time had attended the day
schools, were orderly, attentive, and apt in recitation. In the
more juvenile department, it is a matter of justice to say that
they exhibited a meritorious progress.
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CONCLUSION.
Our school system has been the growth of two centuries. No
one man or body of men has made it what it is. It is the result
of the successive efforts of our forelatheis and the men of our
own time ; and it represents the controlling sentiment of tlie com-
munity on the subject of popular education.
It has been fortunate tor the public schools of this city that
from the beginning they have received the sympathy and active
co-operation of the mass of our citizens—men who recognize in an
intelligent people the prosperity of tlie city, and the safety of the
state. It has been equally fortunate that successive supervising
committees, as well as the city government, have embraced men
who from their experience and familiarity with the demands of
education and the practical needs of the young, have been compe-
tent to provide so amply all the means for the free education of
all classes. If the school children of our city fail to improve, the
fault is their own. We repeat an unfailing truth when we remind
them that the best educational institutions and the most accom-
plished teachers can only furnish the scholar with the materials
for development. Magnificent school buildings, costly libraries,
thorough instruction—these and such as these can never be made
to serve as substitutes for individual, self-i'eliant exertion.
The end of the scholastic year occurs in June. It will be the
province of the School Board to investigate the condition of the
schools, to determine whether the teaching force of the city, the
methods of supervision and instruction, and the modes of expen-
diture can be improved. The Superintendent returns thanks to
the members of the Committee tor their many acts of courtesy




Nashua, Feb. 10, 1877.
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ROLL OF HONOR.
The pupils in the following list are worthy of special mention
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The following teachers have left during the past year :
High School.—Mr, Frank N. Parsons.
Grammar Schools.—Miss Laura I. Parsons, Miss Clara E. Rob-
bing, Miss Celia T. Garland.
Middle Schools.~-1sI\b9, IAv.yXh M. Rand, Miss Mary E. Whitte-
more.
Primary Schools.—Miss Lizzie M. Sawyer.
The following teachers have been transferred during the year :
Miss Annie C Burton, Miss Lizzie M. Nottage, Miss Lueelia A.
Kimball, Miss Emma Taylor, Miss Sara A. Collins, Miss Mattie
B. Stevens, Miss Lizzie Morgan, Miss PLattie N. Robbins.
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GRADUATING CLASS OF 1876.
The commencement exercises of the graduating class of the
High School were held in the hall of the High School building,
on the afternoon of June 30, 1876. The following is the pro-
gramme of the exercises and the names of the graduates :
PKOGRAMME.
PiAKo i)UKT,
{ Ventre a terre.
Latin Salutatory .
The Mysteries of life .
Ijabor necessary for Success
Midsummer Eeverie .
Decision of Character
























13. Not Genius but Purpose
14. Chronicles .






17. Valedictory Address .
18. Awarding of Medals.





Valuation of Nashua, (1876), .
Valuation of school houses and grounds, .
Population of Nashua, (estimated) .
Number of taxable polls,
Number of children from 4 to 6 years of age, .
Number ot children from 6 to 16 years of age,
.
Number of children from 16 to 21 years of age,
Number of children from 4 to '21 years of age,
Whole number of difterent pupils in school.
Number ot different pupils in winter term.
Number of different pupils in summer term,
Number of different pupils in fall term, .
Average number of pupils belonging to schools,
Average daily attendance,
Average per cent, of attendance, fall.
Average per cent, of attendance, year,
Number of graduates of High School,
Number admitted to Pligh School, .
Number admitted to Grammar Schools, .
Number admitted to Middle Schools,
Number admitted to Primary Schools,
Number of pupils in Evening Schools,
Average attendance, ....
Number of teachers, ....
Whole number of tardy marks, (1876), .
Whole number of children from 6 to 16 years













































TABLE , OF TEACHERS.
The Nnme, Grade, Localion, Date of Election, and Salary of each Teachet
in the PrMlc Schools of Nasfnin, January, 1877.








RULES OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
CONSTITUTION OP THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
I. The School ComniiUce of the city ot Nashua is constituted
in accordance with the hiws of New PLampshire and the city
charter, and consists of twelve members, four of whom are to be
chosen annually for a term of three years ; said committee at the
beginning- of each year choosing a Chairman from their own
number.
IL The committee thus constituted " shall have the care and
superintendence of the schools, and shall appoint a Clerk ; and
may, if deemed expedient, appoint a Superintendent, to whom
under the direction of the committee, shall be committed the di-
rection of the schools.
ORGANIZATION" OF THE BOAKD.
I. The meeting for organization shall be held on the Wednes-
day following the fourth Tuesday of March, at 7 1-2 o'clock r. m.
In case of any failure to meet at the time, the Mayor shall cause
a meeting for organization to be called as soon thereafter as
practicable.
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II. Tlie Hrst business, jit'ter the necessary preliminaries, shall
be the election by ballot, of a Chairman and a Clerk of the Board,
If deemed expedient, a Superintendent shall also be elected by
ballot. They shall also appoint of their number, on nomination
by the Chairman, five standing committees, to wit:—
1. Committee on Finance, Accounts and Claims.
2. Committee on School-houses and Supplies.
3. Committee on Text-books and Examination ot Teachers.
4. Committee on Boundaries and Assignment ot Scholars.
5. Committee on Music.
III. The Board shall receive the report of the committee upon
examination ot teachers, and elect or appoint from the names re-
ported such persons to snch positions as they may deem proper.
IV. All applications for schools shall be made in the appli-
cant's own handwriting, and shall state the residence, age and
experience in teaching, together with reference as to moral
character.
V. The salaries of all the teachers shall be fixed by the Board
at the time of election, but may be changed at the disci'etion ot
the Board.
VI. The annual report to the city, and the preparation of the-
report required by the State, shall be made by a special committee-
chosen by the Board, or by the Superintendent.
VII. The date ot the commencement and duration of each
term, and the length ot vacations, shall be fixed by special vote,
of the Board.
SUB-COMMITTKES.
I. Sub-committees of the Board shall bo appointed once ;«
year, and they shall consider the schools assigned to them under
their special care. They, with the Superintendent, shall give ad-
vice to the instructors in any emergency, and take cognizance ot
any difficulty which may occur between instructors and pupils^
or parents of pupils, or between the instructors themselves, rela-
tive to the government or instruction of the school. An appeal,,
hoAvever, to the whole Board, is not hereby precluded to any citi-
zen, pupil, or instructor.
II. Although the interests of the schools demand sub-commit-
tees of the Board, each member shall consider it his duty to.watch-
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over all the public schools in the city ; to ixttcnd their examiiia-
tions, and to visit them at other times, according to his ability.
ORDER OP BUSINKSS.
I. At all regular meetings ot the Board the order of l)iisitie.ss
shall be as follows :
1. Reading the call and noting the absent members.
2. Reading the minutes of the last meeting.
.->, Reports of committees.
4. Unfinished business.
5, New business.
II. The deliberations ot this Board shall be governed by the
ordinary parliamentarx'^ rules, in the absence of any si)ecial regu-
lations.
III. The rules of the Board cannot be altere<l except ujion
notice given at one meeting previous to action thereon.
IV. This Board may meet with closed doors when deenie<l
expedient.
V. The meetings of the Board shall be held by adjournment,
from time to time, or by call of the Chairman, or when requested
by two members of the Board.
VI. A majority of the committee present and voting shall be
necessary to give validity to any vote or act of the Board, and
five nieiiibers of the Board slrall constitute a ((iiormu.
DUTY OF OFFh!KRS.
I. The Chairman shall |)ertbrm the usual duties of presiding
othcer.
II. He shall appoint all committees wliose appointment is not
especially provided for or otherwise directed by the Board.
III. He may direct the Clerk to call a special meeting when-
ever he may deem it expedient.
UUTTES OP THE CIJ3HK.
The Clerk shall keep a fair iind accurate record of the j>rocoed-
ings of the Board, and shall have charge of all papers directed b}'
the Board to be kept on file ; shall notify each special meeting;
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shall notify the chairman ot every committee appointed, stating
the commission and the names ot" the members associated with
him ; shall call extra meetings of the Board, by direction of the
Chairman, or at the request of two or more of its members; shall
notify instructors elect of their appointment, and give such other
notices as the Board mav direct.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.
I. The committee on finance, accounts and claims, shall exam-
ine all bills, and report the same to the Board for final action.
IL The committee on school-houses and supplies shall exam-
ine into the condition of houses, outbuildings and yards ; make
such repairs as they may deem necessary, and purchase all needed
supplies, when any such expenditure will not, by estimate, exceed
one hundred dollars. Larger expenditures shall first be reported
to the Board and receive their approval.
III. The committee on text-books and examiners of teachers
shall recommend, to the Board what changes, if any, shall be made
m text-books ; shall, with the Superintendent, examine such per-
sons as propose to teach in any of the schools, and furnish to the
Board the result of such examination, lor final action ; and shall
assign or transfer elected teachers as they may deem expedient,
IV. The committee on boundaries and assignment of scholars
shall establish the boundaries for the several school (livisions and
regulate the attendance in each.
RULES FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT.
Section 1. The Superintendent shall make the public school
system a study, and keep himself thoroughly informed with the
discipline .and progress of instruction in other places, that he may
prescribe the most efficient ineans for the advancement of the pul>-
lic schools of the city. He shall devote himself entirely to the
duties of his office, and secure a full compliance with the orders
and regulations of the School Committee.
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Sect. 1. He shall, under the direction of the School Commit-
tee, have the supervision of all the public schools ; he shall visit
and carefully examine into the condition and progress of each
school as often as his other duties will permit; he shall attend to
the classification of scholars, and equalize, as far as practicable,
the attendance upon difterent schools.
Sect. 3. He shall have power to appoint stated or occasional
meetings of the teachers in the public schools, for the purpose of
instructing them in relation to their duties, and for mutual con-
sultation in matters touching the prosperity of the schools. He
«hall advise with the teachers in reference to the course of in-
struction and discipline, see that the prescribed studies are care-
fully pursued, and that no books are used except those adopted by
the Board ; and all orders issued by him shall be binding upon all
teachers unless revoked by the Board.
Sect. 4. He shall investignte all cases of discii)line or difficulty
reported to him by teachers, parents or guardians and take sucli
actioH in the case as he and the sub-committee deem expedient.
He shall exert his personal influence to secure general and regular
attendance, and to raise the character of each school, and, as far
fts practicable, of each scholar.
Sect 5. He shall attend the meetings of the Board, and, when
called upon by the Chairman, express his opinion on any subject
under discussion, and give such information as he may be able.
He shall he a member of every committee exceptfinance. He shaH
receive and classify the monthly reports of the principals of the
several schools, and present them to the Board at its next meet-
ing; and at the beginning of each terra shall receive and classify
the order of exercises of each school in the city. He shall an-
nually prepare a written report for publication, giving such infor-
mation as to the character of the schools, and presenting such
plans for their improvement as he deems advisable.
Sect. 0. He shall aid in the examination of teachers, and con-
duct all public and private examinations of schools appointed by
the committee.
Sect. 7, He shall furnish to teachers all necessary blanks, reg-
isters and text books, and shall keep an account of the same. He
«hall use his best efforts to secure the observance of the law con-
oeroing the employment of children in manufacturing establisli-
juentfi, and carefully inquire an<l ascertain the names of all scholars
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of non-resident parents and guardians, and make out bills antl
collect all moneys due the city for their tuition. He shall be-
authorized to cause all such repairs to be made as are immediately
needed for school-houses, furniture or warming apparatus.
Sect. 8. He shall have direction and control of the transfifer of
scholars from one school to another of the same i^rade, and all
certificates of transfer shall be signed by him. Upon every appli-
cation for a transfer, he shall investigate the reasons therefoi", .and
especially regard the numbers in the schools and the residence of
the scholars. In doubtful cases he shall consult the a]>propriate
sub-committees, or refer the case to the Board.
Sect. 9. Under the advice and direction of the Board, he sliall-
examine, or cause to be examined, the most advanced classes in
the schools, or so many as may be candidates tor the next higher
grade, in such manner as shall l)e prescribed by the board and.
make selection of such as are prepared for promotion, and cause-
transfers to be made, provided the respective sub-committees ap-
prove the same.
Sect. 10. In all cases of truancy or non-attendance upoie
school which may come to his knowledge, he shall, in every in-
stance, strive to retbrm the child; l)ut if unsuccessful, he shall
report the names of the habitual truant or absentee to the officer
whose duty it is to make complaint in such cases. He shall report
to the School Committee every case of delinquency, tai-dmess, or
violation of any of the rules on the part of teachers.
Sect. 11. He shall keep regular office hours, and shall be in hi.*^
office, on all school days, from 8 1-2 to 9 1-2 a. m., and from 12 m.
to 12 1-2 p. M. In case ol absence or sickness; he shall notify the
Chairman of the Board, and make such arrangements for his offict
as he may think proper.
RULES FOR THE TEACHER OF MUSIC.
I. Vocal music shall be taught one half hour each week in
each division of the Grammar, Middle and Primary schools of tlie
city, by the teacher of music ; and in addition, fifteen minutet^
each day (excepting the day of the regular instruction by the
Musical Director) shall be devoted to musical instruction by tht-
Ji
rt'aiulnr tcachei-, under the general direction of the teacher of
tnusic, and vocal rnnsic shall bo in all respects regarded as one of
the regular studies of the schools.
II. It shall be the duty of the Teacher of Music to call special
meetings of the teachers for the purpose of instructing them, and
for mutual consultation in regard to the teaching of this service.
III. He shall, Avhile he is in the school, have complete charge
oi the same, and every teacher will be expected to aid and assist
in any way that he may direct.
IV. No scholar will be excuse<l from this exercise, unless an
excuse is received from the teacher of music and sub-committee
dn music in the district to Avhich he may belong.
V. And during the time that he may have charge of the school
fill the scholars will be subject to his government and discipline.
VI. lie shall, trom time to time, report progress to the Board
at their meetings, and, in case any difficulty should arise between
himself and any teacher, he shall report the same at the next
regular meeting of the Board.
VII. He shall recommend to this Board, after a careful exami-
nation, some regular system of music. But he shall not make
any change of books or systems until these have been referred to
the committee on music, and have received the sanction of the
Board,
VIII. He shall have comjilete control of all the instruments of
music, charts, books, etc , wdiich shall belong to the city, and shall
make it his special business to see that proper care is taken of the
same, and, in case of any iiijury or rough usage to the same by
.any scholar ur teacher, shall report the same to the sub-committee
-on music.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL.
RULES OP TEACHERS.
1. The Principal—The school-house and outbuildings, with
their keys, furniture, grounds, and all other property belonging to
the school, shall be in charge of the Principal, who will be held
responsible lor their preservation.
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II. The Principal shall carefully observe the hours appointed
for commencing and dismissing the schools, and shall be at the
school -house, for the purpose of preserving order, at least fifteen
minutes before the hour 2)rescribed for beginning the school.
III. The Principal shall send to the School Committee or Su-
j)erintendent, on the Monday following the close of each month,
a report showing the whole number and the average number of
males and females in the school, together with the average daily
attendance, and the percentage of daily attendance for the month
ending on the preceding Friday, or such part thereof as has not
been embraced in a previous report.
IV. Ihe Principal shall establish such rules as may be neces-
sary to secure good order and neatness in the school-house and
on the grounds, and the preservation of the lurniture, books and
apparatus in the school-rooms.
V. Unless other provision is made, the Principal shall appoint
some suitable person to build fires and take care of the school-
house, whose compensation shall be fixed by the scool committee,
VI. In all cases of wilful and persistent violation of the rules
of the school, the Principal may suspend the offender. In all
cases of suspension the Principal shall give immediate notice to
the parent or guardian of the pupil, and also to the Superinten-
dent ; and every such notice shall state the ofl:ence for which the
suspension is inflicted.
VII. No Principal shall be engaged in any other profession or
employment while employed by the city.
VIII. TuE Assistant Teachers.— In the absence of the
Principal, the assistant teacher shall take charge of the school,
unless othoi' provision is made by the school committee ; and it
shall be the duty of of all the assistant teachers to co-operate with
and assist the Principal in the maintenance of order, study and
discipline among the pupils.
IX. Ijt Ge^jeral.—During school hours all teachers shall faith-
fully devote themselves to the instruction, discipline, manners and
habits of their pupils. They should give constant employment
to their scholars, and endeavor by judicious and diversified modes
to render the schools both pleasant and profitable. They should
use all suitable means to promote good morals and polite manners
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among their pupils. They shall maintain firm, prndent and vigi-
lant discipline, and shall use corporal punishment only when gen-
tler measures fail to secure obedience.
X. The teacher may, for the purpose of observing the modes
of discipline and instruction, visit any of the public schools of the
city ; but such visits are not to be made oltener than once a term,
nor until provision, satisfactory to the sub-committee, has been
made for the proper care of the pupils under their charge.
XI. All teachers shall be required to keep registers, furnished
at the public expense, in which they shall record the names, age
and attendance of their pupils, and such other particulars as shall
give a correct idea of the state of the school. These registers
shall be returned to the School Committee at the close ot each
term unless otherwise directed ; and all blanks in these registers
shall be filled out each term, in order that teachers may be legally
entitled to receive their pay. A certificate from the Clerk of the
School Committee that these requirements have been complied
with, shall be presented to the City Treasurer before the salary
shall be paid.
XII. Any teacher desiring to be absent*from school shall make
the desire known to the sub-committee, who alone are authorized
to fill such temporary vacancy; and no bill for services performed
M'ithout their consent shall be approved. The absence of any
teacher for one week or more shall cause a corresponding deduc-
tion from the salary ofsuch teacher, and for a less period the teacher
shall pay the substitute pi'ovided by the School Committee.
XIII. It any teacher is absent or tardy without being excused
by the Superintendent, or shall dismiss school before the end ot
the session without his permission, it will be considered by the
Board as a resignation on the part ot such teacher.
XIV. Teachers shall attend .all meetings appointed by the
School Committee or Superintendent, and any absence from such
meetings by any teacher who has been duly notified shall be re-
garded the same as absence from school during school hours.
XV. All teachers, upon notification of their election, shall be
jn-esented with a copy of these regulations, and they shall signtty
their acceptance by subsciibing to them.
XVI. It shall be the duty of all teachers to have a copy of
these regulations at all times at their respective school-rooms and
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'' ]\ulef< of the Schools " f^liall bf read to the pupils by tlic teacher
at leas^t ojx-e during the term.
XVII. The custom of giving presents to teacliers while in the
service of tliis city is, in tiie opinion of the Board, wiong, and is
therefore prohibited.
XVIII. Any teaclier who leaves the school under her instruc-
tion, except in case of sickness, betore the close of the school
year, shall receive no con)]iensation for the last lour weeks o± ser-
vice, unless notice of sucli intention was duly given before the
commencement of the then current term. Provided : That the
School Board, in regular meeting, may waive tlie last ioregoing
stipulatiuii.
OF TllK rUPILS.
]. Age—No pupils under five years of age shall be admitted
to the schools.
II. Place.—rui)ils shall idtend the schools in their own divis-
ions, unless permission to attend elsewhere is granted by the Su-
perintendent, and such permission will not be granted except for
reason of insufKcieiit school room to accommodate all the pupils
witjiin the district.
III. Study.—No pupil shall be allowed to study out of school
dnriin/ sc/iool hows, or leave school for the purpose of taking
music lessons, or take less than the leuuired number of studies,
without jiermission from the School Committee. Pupils shall
make uj) all neglected lessons, unless excused by the Principal.
All scholars in the schools shall ]nirsue the prescribed studies
unless they shall present to the Suj>eiintendent a ceitificate of
physical disability from their regular family i>hysician.
IV. Teiihs of Admission.—Each applicant must jiresent to
the teacher a certificate of admission from the Superintendent.
V. Department.—Each i)upil shall enter the department iudi
cated by the card of admission.
VI. Books.—Each })upil shall come jtrovided with the neces-
sary books, etc.
VII. Time fok Opening School.—The bell shall be rung iive
minutes before tlie time of commencing school, and all scholars
not in their seats at the expiration of those live minutes shall be
accounted tardy.
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VIII. Exrusiis.— Any pui)il having been absent or tardy
shall
be reqnircd to bring a written excuse from
parent or guardian
;
and any pupil who has been absent live half days in a
month
(two tardy marks counting as one halt day's
absence), except
from sickness oi' some imperative necessity,
shall be sent to the
Superintendent.
IX. Leaving School.— No pupil shall be allowed to leave
school before the ai-poiuted time, except
in case of sickness, or
some pressing emergency of which the teacher shall
be judge.
X. ORDEK.— When pupils enter their respective rooms, be-
fore the time for opening school, they shall
take their seats and
pursue their studies the same as during school hours.
They shall
not indulge in scuffling, whistling,
boisterous noise, or loud talk
in the school building.
XI. Personal Neatness and Cleanliness.—
Among the
pupils special attention shall be paid to
personal neatness and
cleanliness. The use of tobacco, in any form, by either teacher
or
pupils, is expressly prohibited. Any child coming to school with-
out proper attention being given to cleanliness,
or whose clothes
need repairing, shall be sent home to be properly fitted
for school.
XII. To AND From Schools.— Pupils shall be under the ju-
risdiction of teachers to and from, school.
XIII. iMiMtoi-KE Conduct— Any pupil who shall, on or
around the school premises, use or write any profane
or indecen t
language, or draw any obscene pictures or representation,
shall be
liable to suspension or expulsion.
XIV. Damage to School Propekty.— Any pupil guilty of
defacing or injuring the school property shall
]>ay in full tor all
damages, and be liable to suspension
XV. iNJURtous Habits and Conduct.— In all cases where
the conduct and habits of a pupil are found injurious
to associates,
it shall be the duty of the principal to suspend
such pupil from
school, au.l at once re«>oit the case to the parent or
guar.Iian and
the School Committee.
XVI. Vaccination and Disease.— No scholar shall be per-
mitted to attend any school in the city who has not been
duly
vaccinated ; nor shall any scholar afflicted with any contagious
disease, or residing in a family afflicted with any such
disease, be
permitted to attend until he has produced a certificate from
some
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regular physician, stating that tliere is no danger to be appre-
hended from the same.
XVII Absence from School.— Whenever any scholar is
absent from school, the teacher shall immediately ascertain the
reason, and if such absence be continued, and is not occasioned
by sickness or other sufficient cause, he shall report such absence
to the proper authority for enforcing the truant law.
XVIII, No scholar shall be allowed to remain in any school-
room during the noon intermission, unless a teacher is present, or
the special consent ot the principal is obtained.
SCHOOL TERMS.
I. Number op Terms.— The school year shall be divided
into three tenns.
II. Sprixg Term.— The Spring Term shall commence on the
second Monday in April, and continue twelve weeks.
III. Fall Term.— The Fall Terra shall commence on the last
Monday in August, and continue twelve weeks.
IV. Winter Term.— The Winter Term shall commence on
the first Monday in January, and continue twelve weeks,
SCHOOL HOURS.
I. Sessions.— Throughout the year the morning session shall
commence at 9 o'clock. From October 1st to April 1st, the after-
noon session shall commence at 1 1-2 o'clock, and for the remain-
der of the school year, at 2 o'clock. Each session shall continue
three hours, except the afternoon sessions of the Primary schools
which shall be o*ie hour less.
II. Recess.— At the expiration of one-half oi' each session
there shall be a recess of fifteen minutes.
vacations and HOLIDAYS.
I. Vacations.— There shall be a vacation following the winter
term, of two weeks ; following the spring term, of eight weeks ;
following the fall term, of three weeks.
II. Holidays.— The following holidays shall be granted to the
schools : Every Saturday, Fast Day, Fourth of July, Thanksgiv-
ing Day, Christmas, and the Twenty-second ol February.
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VENTILATION.
I, Teachers must, at all seasons of the year, make the ventila-
tion and temperature of their school-rooms an essential object of
attention. The air in the room must he sufficiently changed at
every recess and at the close of every session. Piqnls shoxdd in
no case he alloxoed to sit in a draught of air.
II. Every school-room must be supplied with a thermometer,
which will be furnished upon the application of any teacher to
the School Committee. The thermometer shall be placed so a-^
to indicate, as nearly as possible, the average temperature of the
rooms.
JANITORS AND THEIR DUTIES.
This Board shall annually elect by ballot one or more persons
to serve as janitors. It shall be the duty of the janitor to have
the charge of the heating apparatus and the water works con-
nected with the school-houses, to keep the rooms clean and well
ventilated ; to take care of the school-houses and outbuildings ; to
make minor and incidental repairs ; to lock and unlock the doors;
to notify the committee on school-houses and supplies whenever"
fuel is needed, and to see that the premises in general are kept in
good order,
ADVERTISEMENTS.
No teacher shall read or distribute any advertisement, or allow
any advertisement to be read or distributed in any of the public-
schools, nor shall any public entertainment be announced in any
school without special permission.
SECTARIAN INSTRUCTION PROHIBITED.
No book or tract designed to advocate the tenets of any par-
ticular sect or party shall be permitted in any of the schools; nor
shall any sectarian or partisan instruction be given by any teacher
in the same. .
MORNING EXERCISES.
The morning exercises of all the schools shall commence wit^t
the reading of the Scriptures, followed by the Lord's prayer dur-
ing which service all the teachers and pupils connected with the





Reading and Spelling— Franklin First Reader,
Arithmetic— Counting from one to one hundred.
SECOND DIVISION.
Reading and Spelling— Franklin Second Reader.
AritJmietic— Greenleafs Primary Arithmetic.
(jreography— Oral instruction upon localities in the city famil-
iar to the pu)3ils, and first {>rinciples in Geography.
Drawing— Walter Smith's Drawing Curds.
Writing— Payson, Diinton & Scribner's Primary, No. '1.
FIRST DIVISION.
Heading and Spelling— Franklin Second and Third Reader.
Arithmetic — Greenleaf's Primary Arithmetic.
Geography— Our World, No. 1.
Dravying— Walter Smith's Drawing Cards.
Writing— Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Primary. No. 3.
ALL CLASSES.
General Exercises — Singing, vocal gymnastics, physical exer-
)Cises and object lessons, each session.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
SECOND DIVISION.
Heading^ Spelling and Defining— Franklin Third Reader and
Townc's Speller and Definer.
Arithmetic— Greenleat's Elementary.
Geography— Our World, No. 1, witli map drawiug.
Writing— Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Series, No 3.
Drawing— Walter Smith's Drawing Cards.
FIKST DIVISION.
Heading^ Spelling and Defining— Franklin Thiid and Fourtlt
Reader, and Towne's Speller and Detiner.
Arithmetic— Arithmetic, Written, Orally.
Geography— Our World, No. 1, with map drawing.
Writing— Payson, Dunton & Scribner's Series, No. 4.
Drawing— Walter Smith's Intermediate Series.
General Exercises— Vocal Gymnastics, physical exercises, sino-
ing and object lessons, each session, in all classes.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS..
FIRST YKAK.
First Term,— Franklin Fourth Reader ; Towne's S])eller and'
Definer ; Greenleafs Practical Aritlnnetic, four fundamental rulesr
and U. S. Money to Factoring, page 78 ; Geography, Our Woi-ld,,
No. 2, part 1 ; Grammar, oral instruction.
Second Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining ; Arithmetic,
from Factoring to Multiplication of Fractions, page 109; Geog-
raphy, Our World, No. 'i, Part II, to the Atlantic Slo|)e on page
48, with map drawing; Grammar, oral instruction.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Ai-itlnnetic
trom Multiplication of Fractions to Decimals, page 127 ; Geoc--
vaphy, Our World, No. 2, continued to Southern Section of United
States, page 60 ; English Grammar, oral instruction ; Writing dur-
ing the year ; Payson, Dunton & Sciibner's series. No. 4 and •"> :
Drawing, Walter Smith's Intermediate Series.
SECOND VEAU.
First Term.— Franklin 5th Reader, Spelling and Defining ;
Arithmetic, from Decimals to 144th page ; Geograjihy. Our World
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No. 2, from page 60 to Grazing District, 76 page ; Gramuiav,
Greene's introduction from page 54 to 88 ; History of the United
States to page 79.
Second Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from page 144 to Addition of Denominate Numbers, page 171
;
<5eography, Our Wwld, No. 2, from page 76 to South America,
page 91 ; English Grammar, from page 88 to 123, through verbs ;
History of United States, from page 69 to Epoch III.
Third Tekm.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
fi-om page 171 to Percentage, page 188; Geography, Our World,
No. 2, from page 91 to Asia-Europe, page 102 ; English Grammar,
from page 123 to 134 ; History of United States from Epoch III
to 1776 on 112 page; Writing through the year, Nos. 5 and 6;
Drawing, Walter Smith's Free Hand Series.
THIRD YEAR.
First Term.— Franklin Fifth Reader, Spelling and Defining;
Arithmetic fi'om Percentage, page 188 to Present Worth, page
214; Geography, Our World, No. 2, from page 104 to Northern
Europe, page 127; English Grammar, from page 135 to 168; His-
tory of United States from 1776 on the 112 page to Epoch IV,
page 147.
Second Term. ^— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
from Present Worth, page 214 to Equation of Payments, page
242 ; Geography, Our World, No. 2, from page 127 to Africa, page
153 ; English Grammar from page 168 to end of book ; History
of United States from pjige 147 to 178, Van Buren's Adminis-
tration.
Third Term.— Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic
from E<pifition of Payments, page 242 to Involution, page 366;
(sJeography, Our World, No. 2, completed ; Englisli Grammar,
Parsing; History of United States from page 178 to Epoch V;
Writing, Nos. 6 and 7 ; Drawing, Walter Smith's Free Hand
Series.
VOURTH YEAR,
F1R8T Term.— Reading, Spelling an<l Defining; Arithmetic
•from Involution to Gauging, page 297 ; Physiology, Jarvis Pri-
mary to Kflfect of Respiration on the Blo(td and Air ; Grammar,
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Analysis and Parsing; History of the United States from
Epoch V to page 280.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining ; Arithmetic
from Gauging to end of Book ; Physiology, completed ; Grammar,
Analysis and Parsing ; History of United States from page 280
to the end of book.
Thikd Term.—Reading, Spelling and Defining; Arithmetic,
Review; Geography, Analysis and Parsing; History of the
United States, Reviews ; Writing, Nos. 8 and 9 ; Drawing, Wal-
ter Smith's Free Hand and Geometrical series.
Vocal Gymnastics, Physical Exercises, Music and oral instruc-
tion, during the course.
HIGH SCHOOL.
FIRST YEAR.
First Term.—Arithmetic, reviewed ; Physiology ; fLatin.
Second Term.—Algebra ; Physical Geography ; fLatin Reader
Third Term.—Algebra ; Physical Geography ; tl^atin Reader
SECOND YEAR.
First Term.—Algebra completed








fVirgil ; Roman History.
THIRD YEAR.
First Term.—fV'irgil ; *Greek or French ; Greek History.
Second Term.—fVirgil ; *Groek or French; Greek History.
Third Term.—fCicero; *x\nabasis or French ; Greek History.
fLatin I'rose Conipoeitionft weekly.
*Gre>jk Profle Compositions weekly.
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FOUKTIl YKAU.
First Term.—fCicero ; ^Anabasis or French; lieview (Math-
ematics).
Second Term.—Mental Phih^sopliy ; English Litoratnre .-
^Horner; Reviews (Latin.)




First Term.—Arithmetic; Physiology; English Compositictu ;
Book-keeping, (single entry.)
Secokd Term.—'Algebra; Physical Geography ; English Com-
position , Book-keeping, (single entiy).
Third Term.—Algebra ; Physical Geogi'aphy ; Rhetoric ; Bo(»k-
keeping, (single entry).
SECOND YEAR.
First Term.—Algebra; Rhetorie; xVstronomy.
Second Term.—Geometry ; Rhetoric ; Botany.
Third Term.—Geometiy, (plane completed); Geology; An-
alysis in Botany substituted tor Geology twice a week; Natural
Philosophy.
THIRD YEAR.
First Terim.—Trigonometry and Surveying; (neology (,>r
French ; Natural Philosoph}^
Second Term.—Trigonometry and Surveying : (Ecology m-
French ; Chemistry.
Third Term.—Mineralogy; Science of GoNerjimcui. ; Cliein-
istry.
fourth vi:AU.
First Term.—Political Ecoucnny; Natural Ilislm-y . Ke\iew.
(ALathematics.)
Second Term.—Mental Philosophy; Englisli Literature; U-'-
vievv, (English Branches).
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First Tkrm.—Arithmetic; Physiology; English Composition
Book-keeping (single entry).
Second Term.—Algebra ; Physical Geography ; English Cora-
position ; Book-keeping, (single entry).
Third Term.—Algebra ; Physical Geography ; Natural Pliil-
osophy ; Book-keeping (single entry.)
SECOND year.
First Term.—Algebra ; Natural Philosophy ; Astronomy ;
Book-keeping (double entry).
Second Term.—Geometry ; Chemistry ; Botany : Book-keep-
ing (double entry).
Third Term.—Geometry; Science of Governmont ; Chemis-
try ; Book-keeping (double entry).
Option.—Pupils in English or Business Course may take either
English Composition or Latin at their option, with tlie under-





Keviow oi' Cliart, I'roiu page 18 to page '24, udvauciug to pagt-
29, learning the Scale to G and D with blackboard exei-cises in
two parts. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales thorouglily. Also
tli<^ Transposition of the Scales.
SKCOND 01VISI03S".
Review of scale. Scale nanie. Pitch natne. Syllable. Review
of Staff. Location of Pitch names. Review, Kind of Notes and
Rests. Review, Kinds of Measure and Dynamic Characters.
Singing from Chart, from [>age 5 to bottom of page 24. Reading-
Chromatic Scales in Sharps and Flats in connection with black-
board exercises. Learning to sing two parts.
,
THIRD DIVISION.
The Scale in full. The Scale names. The Pitch names. Syl-
lables. The Staff in full. The Clef. The Location of Letters.
The kind of Notes. The kind of Rests. The Bars and Measures.
The Dynamic Characters. Sing from the Chart by Scale name.
Pitch name and Syllables to the bottom of page 17.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
I-IKST DIVISION.
I»eview ot the Keys in Sharps, with their tranK|>ositions. Using
Second Music Reader, commencing with page 41, singing to page
78, learning the scales ofFandB flat, with their transpo.'sition,
writinor the same. Reviewing the Chromatic Scales.
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SEOONl) DIVISION.
Heviewiug Churt from 2 1st to 28tli pairc Transjjosc Irom on*'
Key to another in sharps. Hinging exercises in A and E. Sing-
ing from Chart to page 43, Giving Scale names, Pitch names
—




Reviewing tlie two Books. Giving the Harmonies of Third
Book, making Harmony an especial study. Writing exercises for
the class to sing.
SECOND DIVISION.
Commencing with page 45, Third Music Reader, singing to
page 96. Writing out the Harmonies of the difierent degrees.
Reviewing; the scales. Writing blackboard exercises f<n- scholars
to sing. Finishing up Third Book.
THIRD DIVISION".
Commencing with the Third Music Reader, studying the
Chords, writing out the same. Reviewing the Scales in Sharps
and Flats, and Chromatic Scales. Singing to page 44.
FOURTH DIVISION.
Commencing with page 62, Second Reader, reviewing the
Scales in 1 he different Keys, writing the same. Singing page 96.
Practicing the triads, thirds, fourths, fifths, octaves, with black-




Headers— Franklin, Third and Fourtli Roa(lei>s-
Spellers — Towne's.
Geography— Our VVorld, No. 1.
Arithmetic— Greeuleafs Elementary.
Writing— Payson, Dnnton & Scribner's.




Geography— Our World, No. 2.
Arithmetic— Greenleafs New Practical.
Grammar— Greene's.
History— Barnes' History of the United States.
Physiology— Jarvis' Elementary.
Writing— Payson, Dunton & Scribner's.






Science of Government— Alden's.
Political Economy— NordhofF.
Roman History— PennelFs Ancient Rome.
Greek History— Pennell's Ancient Greece.
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Ph /steal Geography— Guyot's.
Natural Philosoiyhy— Quackenbos'.
Chemistry— Rolfe & Gillett's Hancl-Book of.




Botany— Gray's Lessons and Manual.
Rhetoric—
English Composition— Parker's Exercises in.
English Literature— Shaw's New History of Englisli and
American Literature.




Latin— Harkness' Latin Grammar, Reader, Introduction to
Latin Prose Composition, Ca3sar and Cicero, Searing's Virgil.
Greek— Goodwm's Greek Grammar, Leighton's Greek Lessons
Jones' Greek Prose; Boise's Xenophon's Anabasis, Homer's Iliad,
French— Otto's French Grammar and Reader."









